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Eric de Jong and his wife, Jenny plunged into parenthood when they adopted three siblings from
the children's dying mother. The new family set about living happily ever after in their rambling
farmhouse outside Harare. But ever after proved short lived as Zimbabwe's small window of
stability closed in on them quickly when Robert Mugabe unleashed a war on white farmers and
opposition party members, launching an era of economic, social and political turmoil which
eventually saw the family fleeing the country for fear of being killed.Eric well knew the cost of
conflict, but his fierce love of his country and his principles saw him immersing himself in the
dangerous opposition politics of the day where elections were rigged and fellow party members
were tortured and murdered.Eric de Jon's irrepressible sense of humour bubbles throughout this
absorbing, honest and deeply personal account of a growing family, of love, entrepreneurial
success and failure, mental illness, political exile, and the distressing and often absurd collapse
of a beautiful African country and stoicism of its people.

"Laugh aloud one minute, tearful the next, amazement, shock, joy and empathy - it is all there.
There is so much in this wonderful book. Running Dogs and Rose's Children is a touching and
inspiring read"-Lesley Thomson, Africa Talked
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_________________In memory of Kees.For Jenny, Gary, Veronica and Dan, with
love._________________Running Dogs and Rose’s Children An African memoirEverything in
my book happened – apart from the stuff that might get me into trouble. Those bits I might have
made up. I hope you enjoy.Eric de JongHarare – July 2019Alas - as per the Collins Dictionary
meaning - adv. 1. Unfortunately, regretfully interj 2. an expression of grief or alarm. It is a word
used all too often in Zimbabwe. Alas._________________Chapter OneTwo plus three equals a
whole bunchJenny’s gynaecologist knew everything there was to know about making babies. It
was his job. And to prove that he was on top of his job, the gynae kept a photo of his own
personal brood in a prominent position on his busy desk. His three boys looked like three ginger
peas from a ginger pod. Jenny was one of the reasons the desk was so busy. She visited her
gynae a lot. She was having problems falling pregnant. Both of us were.The doctor took up
Jenny’s challenge with gusto. Making women have babies was what he did best. He got busy
plotting a chart of her menstrual cycle and mapping her optimum periods for ovulation. Invariably
these optimum periods fell during working hours, and I had to sneak out of the office to see to
Jenny’s conjugal rights. It was strange. Apparently, babies were always born in the middle of the
night but were always made in the middle of important business meetings. Apart from our baby,
that was. After months of rushing home from the office to do my manly bit, nothing!!The gynae
was perplexed at the lack of success. He wanted to see a sperm sample. And with this in mind,
he gave me a big jar that verged on huge but no proverbial dirty magazine. When I asked for
one, I was told it was a family practice, and pornography was frowned upon. I found it very hard
to perform on demand, especially with a room full of women outside who knew exactly where I
was going and why. The gynae’s waiting room was always full to overflowing with women.But
even more embarrassing was the size of my sample. As I sat considering my pathetic offerings, I
remembered having read somewhere that a pig’s average ejaculation was more than a
tablespoon full. Mine would have been hard-pressed to fill a teaspoon. Shielding my puerile
offerings from the prying eyes, I hurried them to the gynae, muttering apologies and excuses
with promises to do better next time. But he said not to worry. Sperm was more a quality than a
quantity issue. But once he’d peered into his microscope, he wasn’t particularly happy with the
quality either. Apparently, my sperm had mobility issues. He was worried they weren’t reaching
the eggs.Having bunked out of more than a few biology lessons at school, I was on shaky
ground here. Other than giving the little buggers swimming lessons, I didn’t know what to do. But
the gynae knew. For starters, he decided that I would no longer enjoy hot baths. They were now
taboo. I wasn’t happy with the news. Lurking in long hot baths at the end of the day with a cold
beer and a book was one of my favourite pastimes, but apparently, there was every chance that
the hot baths were wreaking havoc on my sperm count, frazzling my little buggers in the process.
So cold baths it was. It was bearable in summer but an absolute bastard in winter. How were the
little buggers expected to swim like fish when they were frozen bloody solid? Jenny kept an
eagle eye on the bath temperatures. Still, no babies were made. And all the while, our friends
around us were breeding like bunny rabbits, dropping babies left, right and centre.The gynae



decided to up the ante. The next level up was artificial insemination. In his rooms, the procedure
was called In Vitro Fertilisation, but on a farmyard, you’d be talking artificial insemination. In Vitro
was an arm and a leg expensive but the gynae was sure that it would work. I had no idea of the
actual mechanics involved, and I didn’t want to know, biology having not been my strong point at
school. I’d gone off the subject midway through the lesson where you are taught how to dissect a
sheep’s eyeball. But the gynae was an acknowledged expert on In Vitro. And his reputation as a
baby maker par excellence was at stake. Another interrupted business meeting and another
session in the toilet with the magazines and the preposterously huge specimen jar.Followed by
the longest ever wait to see if the In Vitro had worked. Alas. The news when it came wasn’t good.
Still nothing. But the gynae told us not to lose heart. Often it took two or three attempts. And all
the while around us, our friends and neighbours kept on breeding like bunnies.Jenny took not
being able to have kids a lot harder than I did. It didn’t get to me as much. I’d just started a
business with two friends and had more than enough on my plate to throw my energies at. My
partners, Neil and John, were the business boffins and I was the gofer, but I enjoyed tagging
along behind them, learning what I could.Zimbabwe in the nineteen eighties was a country filled
with opportunities. Our fifteen-year bitter civil war was behind us and blacks, and whites were
learning how to live together. Those whites that didn’t fancy living with the old enemy fled, mostly
to South Africa, leaving huge vacuums and even bigger opportunities behind them. In the mould
of fools rushing in where angels feared to tread, Neil, John and I did our best to take advantage
of every opportunity that came our way. We staged rock and roll concerts and brought the likes
of Eric Clapton, Tracy Chapman, UB40, Peter Gabriel, Sting and Bruce Springsteen out to
Zimbabwe to perform. They were exciting times. I even got to drive Bruce Springsteen in an
ambulance. He wasn’t sick. We used the ambulance to get him away from all the fans. And I got
to have a wee at the urinal right next to Sting. I even managed to resist the urge to compare willy
sizes.Neil, John and I also formed a company called Film Africa, which made movies. We did all
the local production work like organising the props and extras and hunting down suitable
locations. Mostly our movies were B grade movies with Italian dialogue and English subtitles.
Occasionally we stepped up. We even made a Clint Eastwood movie called White Hunter, Black
Heart. I tried to have a wee at the urinal next to Clint but never got the chance.We also formed a
Tourism Division and bought hotels and safari camps and timeshare resorts. They were crazy,
exciting times. On the strength of a rather wobbly Diploma in Hotel and Motel Management and
at age thirty, I was put in charge of the Tourism Division while my partners carried on with Rock
and Roll and making movies.While my crazy business career was roaring along, Jenny and I
bought our first home. It was a ramshackle five-bedroom double story house on seventeen acres
just outside Harare. It had bush for a garden and hose pipe plumbing in the roof, and the upstairs
bedrooms had chipboard walls, and we loved it. Jenny set about carving a beautiful garden out
of the bush while I mulled over plans to install proper plumbing in the roof. Mulling was as far as I
got because like biology, DIY isn’t a strong point.I left the house repairs to Jenny while I got busy
with farming.First up, I planted a handsome crop of mostly miniature cabbages. They weren’t



supposed to be miniature; they just turned out that way. The mysteries of agricultural science. I
went to sell my crop in Mbare Musika, the hugely bustling informal market on the outskirts of
Harare. After extensive haggling with a trader who sort of looked honest, a farm gate price of
$2.50 per cabbage was agreed upon. Farm gate prices were just some of the buzz words I’d
picked up. And at $2.50 a cabbage, I was on my way to becoming a wealthy land baron. The
trader came out to the farm early on a Saturday morning in a hired eight-ton truck to pick-up the
cabbages. Embarrassingly I was still fast asleep when he arrived. I stumbled out with sleep in my
eyes and pointed him in the direction of the cabbage field. Two minutes later, he was back at the
door. He wanted to know where the field of ready to harvest cabbages was. Thinking he’d got
lost, I threw on a t-shirt and led him to the cabbage patch.Shaking his head sadly, he paid me
$17.50 for the seven cabbages he’d managed to find that were a little bigger than miniature. He
suggested I try a bit of fertiliser on my next crop. I was elated as he drove off with the seven
cabbages rolling around the back of his eight-ton truck. I was almost a fully-fledged farmer. I was
having the time of my life.The only blot on our landscape was not being able to have any
children. If there was ever a house built that should have had the pitter-patter of little feet running
around in it, it was our house. It looked like something straight out of a nursery rhyme book. And
like our house, Jenny was meant to have babies. She had trained as a primary school teacher
and had read every Dr Seuss book a million times and could even teach kids how to do joined-
up handwriting. She knew how to knit booties and to bake biscuits, cakes, and all the things kids
loved. But even though Jenny’s gynae had taken her on as his personal challenge, the In Vitro
treatments were still not working.Jenny and I were very careful to avoid playing the blame game
and tried to be philosophic about having four guest rooms in our rambling house. We bought
puppies, Jack Russells and a Beagle to fill the house up. And Jenny knitted booties for other
people’s babies while I busied myself with the hotels, the safari camps, and the farm. I planted
an orchard of citrus trees, which I grew as badly as cabbages.Then one Sunday evening, our
lives changed dramatically. Pat Brown, my secretary, was visiting. She’d come for lunch and was
still there for dinner. Pat and Jenny were nattering away with the television playing softly in the
background, while I read up on how not to kill citrus trees. Then Jenny rushed to turn the volume
on the television up. That was in the days before remote controls. One of her favourite
programmes, called ‘A Dream Come True’ was on. It was one of those tug at your heartstring
programmes about people with no legs, no wheelchairs, or about children who needed serious
surgery whose parents couldn’t afford it. Jenny watched it every week.This week’s programme
was different, the presenter, Lawford Sutton Price, announced. He was interviewing a woman
with a sad story to tell about a young mother in the last stages of cancer. The mother was
looking for a couple to give her three children a loving home. The eldest child was a boy aged
eleven. On television, he was described as being quiet and responsible. Apparently, he loved
fishing and wildlife. The next, a girl almost six, was a chatterbox and a real live wire. The baby
was a boy who was not yet two, a proper little toddler who was into everything. The mother didn’t
have long to live, and she was looking for a couple to take her children in and look after them



and love them as though they were their own.Jenny asked pleadingly. “Can we phone, Eric,
please can we phone in?”“Go for it,” I said without a second thought. Jenny scribbled the two
telephone numbers that had flashed up on the screen and started dialling. Both numbers were
perpetually engaged, but Jenny stuck to her task. Eventually she got through and gave our
names and contact numbers.“I so hope that they choose us,” she said.“Me too,” I said
dutifully.The conversation stopped there. Jenny and I were pros at not getting our hopes up.
We’d been through too many post-In Vitro ‘If Only’ conversations. We’d learnt to do all our
wishing and hoping silently.On the following Wednesday, Jenny got a call from Island Hospice, a
charity which provided support to terminally ill cancer patients. It was about the ‘A Dream Come
True’ programme. They wanted us to come in the next day for a preliminary interview. Our hopes
soared. We couldn’t help it. Maybe, just maybe, we were going to have children. Jenny spent the
whole night selecting her wardrobe for the next day. She was looking for something motherly to
wear. I wore a sober jacket and tie. It wasn’t the hardest choice to make because I only had one
jacket and tie. I had a suit, but that was only for getting married in. On the drive into town, Jenny
and I carefully avoided the ‘What if’ conversation.I felt the interview went well. Two women from
Island Hospice grilled us. The list of questions was exhaustive. No, we didn’t have drinking
problems. Or drug problems. No, we didn’t routinely have sex on the kitchen table. The last
wasn’t actually a question, but I threw the answer in to impress on them our sense of
responsibility. Yes, we had the financial means to support a family of five. I could see that I
scored big points when I told them we lived on a farm and that I managed two safari camps.
Apparently, the oldest boy loved wildlife and fishing. I lied and told them I was a very keen
fisherman. And that I loved the outdoors; I’d been a very keen Boy Scout and knew how to tie
lots of different knots and… Jenny kicked me under the table to shut me up. She scored more
valuable points when she told them that she was a trained junior schoolteacher.At the end of the
interview, the hospice ladies stood up and thanked us for coming in. But I wasn’t going to let
them leave us hanging. I wanted to know what happened next. They explained that a shortlist of
candidates would be interviewed by the mother of the children. And then an even shorter list
would get to meet the eldest child, the eleven-year-old, who would play an important part in the
selection process. The mother still had a few months to live, and the hospice wanted to make
sure that there were no stones left unturned in the selection process. They’d also organised full
medicals for both of us. They didn’t want the children to be adopted by parents who’d be
popping their clogs anytime soon. Any other questions, Island Hospice asked. I had plenty. What
about the father? There were three. Each child had a different father. There was an extended
family, a grandfather and some aunts, but we were told that none was in a position to take all
three children. They could take the baby but not the older kids. The mother didn’t want her
children separated and so had chosen the adoption route.When we left, Jenny and I swopped
high fives silently. Then, like school kids after an important exam, we carried out an extensive
post-mortem. We felt that we’d aced the interview. We were elated. We might become parents.
Times three. And then a small sense of guilt slipped in amongst our happiness. We were



celebrating and happy but only because a lady we didn’t know was busy dying.When we got
home, we started the long wait. It was dreadful. We rushed for the phone every time it rang,
hoping that it would be a summons for the interview with the mother. To keep herself busy, Jenny
set about planning the conversion of our bland guestrooms into children’s rooms. She stocked
up our library with books on how to be better parents and read them voraciously, underlining the
important bits in pencil. She ended underlining almost every sentence. She was determined to
be the best mom ever. I held back. I’d been down the In Vitro road too many times. I carried on
planting out my citrus trees.After a week spent waiting on tenterhooks, Jenny and I went away
for the weekend with best friends Bob and Julie Hamill. We went to Club Mazvikadei, a lakeside
timeshare resort that I managed. Bob and Julie had two daughters, aged six and four. I paid
particular attention to their relative sizes. Our own ‘might be’ daughter was almost six, and I
wanted to get an idea of comparative size. Six-year-olds were bigger than I thought. On Saturday
afternoon we took one of the club’s pontoons out onto the lake for a booze cruise. Kelly, Bob’s
six-year-old, was less than complimentary about the pontoon and kept asking me over and over
again if she was on the slow boat to China. I filed the information away. Six-year-olds could be
bloody annoying.We were fishing on the far side of the dam when the club’s speedboat rushed
towards us. The boat driver was driving like an absolute maniac, and I braced myself to give him
a tongue lashing. But I didn’t.“Mr de Jong, Mr de Jong. It’s an emergency, it’s an emergency,” the
boat driver shouted.“What is?” I shouted back. I had visions of thatched clubhouses burning
down.“The phone call, sir!!”“What phone call?”“The emergency one!!! At the clubhouse. For you
and Mrs de Jong.”“Who’s the call from?”“I don’t know. Mr Cox just told me to fetch you because
of an emergency phone call,” the driver said. “And he also said that I must come and get you
very quickly,” he said, covering his arse quite cleverly. He’d been in trouble before for driving the
boats like a speed fiend.Jenny and I clambered across into the speed boat and sped off across
the dam back to the Club. We had no idea what the emergency was about. Visions of a burning
clubhouse were replaced with visions of dead or dying relatives. Jonathan Cox, the Club
General Manager, was waiting for us down at the jetty, with a dreadfully worried look on his face.
All he could tell us was that the emergency call was from a lady called Val at Island Hospice.
Jonathan rushed us up to the clubhouse. It took forever to get a call through to Harare. The club
was on a telephone party line. By the time I eventually got through, half the district was listening
in. Val said the children’s mother had come out of remission and they didn’t know how much
longer she would live. The whole interview process was being fast-forwarded. Jenny and I had to
get into Harare as quickly as possible.For the first time on the hour-long drive in town, Jenny and
I spoke about the very real possibility of getting three children and the changes to our lives they
would make. We’d spent the last five years trying to have children, but the distant maybe had just
become an almost possibly and all of a sudden, we had lots to talk about. Like cars, for instance.
We were almost maybe a family of five, and we didn’t have a car that five people could fit in to.
Befitting my status as a wannabe farmer, I drove a pick-up truck, and Jenny drove a little VW
beetle.We drove straight to the Island Hospice offices. Val was waiting for us. The mother was



very ill, and it was time to hurry things along. Val didn’t know how long Rose would last. Up to
then, everyone had been careful to avoid names. Up to then, the mother and her children were
faceless entities, but now there was a name. Rose. Rose was too weak to travel, and so we were
going to meet with her at the house where she was staying. And after meeting Rose, we would
meet the children. A million thoughts jostled in my head. I might almost be a father. And I was
wearing a pair of very loud Hawaiian board shorts and an even louder shirt to the most important
meeting of my life.Rose was staying in a very small house. It wasn’t her home. When first she fell
ill, a stranger had answered an appeal for help and had taken her and her children into his home.
Jenny and I followed Val into the lounge. Rose was sitting on the couch, smoking a cigarette.
She was very thin and was almost lost in the sweatshirt she was wearing and wore a bandana to
cover her hair loss. Her eyes were huge in her face. Val introduced us, and Rose smiled weakly. I
stuttered and stammered a greeting. The faceless entity had just become a living, breathing but
soon-to-be-dead person and I didn’t know what to say to her. I was at a complete loss. Clearly
my standard, ‘Hallo, how are you?’ wasn’t going to cut it. And I could hardly chat about the
weather. So, I stood there like a guppy opening and closing my mouth. Thank God for Jenny. She
didn’t say anything. She just gave Rose a huge hug. Jenny is big on hugs, and it was exactly the
right thing to do. Val left us to it and bustled off to the kitchen to make some tea.Sitting in my very
loud shorts and shirt, I braced myself for the questions I knew were coming. I had answers that
shouted out responsibility down to pat. But Rose’s first question floored me.“Will you take my
children?” Rose asked. Nothing came out of my mouth. She asked again. “I haven’t got much
time left, and I need to know if you’ll take my children and look after them like they were your
own.”The enormity of the moment struck me like a runaway freight train. I choked up hopelessly,
tears streaming down my face. A dying woman I didn’t know was asking me to take her three
children. Once again, Jenny stepped into my gap. “Yes, Rose,” she said. “We’ll take them, and
we’ll look after them. And I promise you that we’ll love your children as though they were our
own.” I nodded through my tears in complete agreement. Rose must have thought I was some
sort of a dumb mute. I still hadn’t spoken a word to her.And then one of the children walked into
the room, well toddled more than walked. He was the almost two-year-old and his name was
Daniel. He was beautiful with blond hair and big blue eyes and a shy smile that lit up the entire
room. And he was going to be my son. Wham. More tears as yet another enormity of the moment
hit me like yet another freight train. After forever, I found some words.“Hallo, Daniel,” I said. “How
are you?” All I got back was a shy smile. Daniel headed for the safety of his mother. But Rose
was too weak to pick him up. Daniel started crying. He wanted love and attention, and he wasn’t
getting it. Jenny picked him up and gave him a big cuddle and a love. When Val came back into
the room with the tea, it must have been like walking into Terms of Endearment times by ten.
Daniel was crying. I was crying. Jenny and Rose were crying. Tears of sadness and tears of joy
all mixed up. Val was an old hand at rooms full of emotion and quickly took charge. She poured
the tea and got the conversation going. Daniel was the centre of attraction. He seemed
comfortable on Jenny’s lap. I felt so sad for Rose. I couldn’t imagine the pain she was going



through, watching her baby smiling and giggling on the lap of someone who was going to take
her child away.And then impossibly things got even more emotional. The other children arrived,
Gary aged eleven and Veronica aged five. They’d been out for ice creams with a relative. I didn’t
even notice the relative. My eyes were on Gary and Veronica; my son and my daughter. Gary
was short and stocky and still carried some baby fat around his face. His sandy brown hair was
neatly combed, and, like Daniel, his eyes were blue. He was quietly polite and reserved, but I
could feel his eyes sizing me up carefully. Especially my Hawaiian shorts and even louder shirt.
Veronica stole my heart the second I saw her. She was tiny and beautiful with jet black hair and
the brightest blue eyes, a doll personified. On the ‘Dream Come True’ programme, she’d been
described as a real livewire and chatterbox. Well, they’d got that bit right as she started talking
nineteen to the dozen. They’d had the best ice creams ever. She’d eaten hers without dropping
even a small drop on the floor. And she wished she could always go for ice creams. And who
were Jenny and I?“They’ve come to be your new mummy and daddy,” Rose explained.Veronica’s
face lit up. Gary kept his poker face on. He didn’t need his mother to tell him who we were.“Do
you want to go home with them today?” Rose asked. She directed the question at Gary.“Okay,”
he said after a long pause.Veronica gave a little jump for joy. “Can we go with them now, right
now?”“First you’ve got to go pack your clothes and things Veronica.”Veronica rushed out the
door, followed by Gary. Rose turned to Jenny. “Do you mind if I keep Daniel one more night?
With him around, you’ll have your hands full and no room for Gary and Veronica.”I fled the room
to escape the emotions. I had to get to grips with what had just happened. Unbelievable. We’d
arrived half an hour ago, and now we were parents. Three times over. I was the head of a family
of five. I went to help Gary and Veronica.“Would you like a hand packing up your things?”“No,
thank you. I’m fine,” Gary replied without looking at me as he emptied his already almost empty
cupboard neatly into a battered suitcase. I was appalled at how few clothes he had. Then I
noticed a birdcage in the corner with a green parrot of sorts in it.“Hey, check out the parrot,” I
said, hoping to break the ice.“He’s not a parrot. He’s a ring-necked parakeet. His name is
Phoenix. I caught him in the garden.”“He’s lovely. How did you catch him?”“I made a bird trap.”
Question asked and answered.I went through to the bedroom that Veronica shared with Daniel.
She was just finishing off cramming her things into another tiny battered suitcase. Again, I was
struck by another almost empty cupboard. And bare bedroom walls. Apart from Daniel’s cot in
the corner, there was nothing to show that the room that belonged to a six-year-old and a two-
year-old. Walls that should have been papered with ‘My Magic Pony’ posters were empty and
bland. It looked exactly like the borrowed room that it was. But there was nothing bland about
Veronica’s bright smile. She was packed and ready for her new life.I carried the almost-empty
suitcases and the birdcage through to the lounge.“I’ll pack these in the car, shall I?”“What car?
We’re in your pick-up truck, remember?” Jenny said.Shit. I remembered. We were a family
without a family car.“I’ll borrow one. I’ll borrow one from Mark Blagus.” Mark was a best friend I
worked with who lived nearby. He owned an old Mercedes Benz called Goebbels. There was
room for ten children in the back of Goebbels. I phoned Mark and asked if I could borrow his car



for a few days.“Sure thing. When do want to collect it?”“Now! Mark, I need it now! And can you
maybe drop it off for me?”“No problem. Daniela can follow me in her car.” Mark was the sort of
friend who would give me the shirt off his back. I gave him the address. We were now a family
with a family car, albeit a borrowed one. Gary was very impressed when he saw the Mercedes
Benz roll into the yard. “Is that going to be our car?”“No. I’ve borrowed it. I’ve got a truck and your
new mom drives a VW beetle.” Gary looked slightly less impressed with the family fleet. But
there had been no reaction when I referred to Jenny as mom.“What’s happening Eric?” Mark
asked. “And who’s the kid?” He was full of questions. I told him I would tell him all about it at
work.It was time for us to leave. Which meant it was time for Gary and Veronica to say goodbye
to Rose. My face started leaking again. I didn’t want to watch, so I busied myself packing the car,
which didn’t take long. One parrot and two small battered suitcases don’t take too much packing.
Gary and Veronica walked out of the house. They weren’t crying but I more than made up for
them. I didn’t know where I was getting all these tears from. It was decided that Jenny would
drive Goebbels with the children, and I would follow in my pick-up. Then Veronica asked if she
could ride with me. I was elated. I was driving home with a real live daughter.Rose struggled out
the door to wave goodbye to her children. She was struggling, even more, to hold Daniel in her
arms. More face leaking from me but still no tears from Veronica. She was too busy talking to
look at Rose even. She was in a hurry to start her new life. I told Veronica to wave goodbye to her
mommy.“I’ve got a new mommy now,” she told me blithely while staring out the windscreen
straight in front of her. “And you’re my new daddy.” Impossibly I squeezed out more tears.
Veronica had called me daddy. My rear-view mirror with Rose standing small was all blurred as I
drove out the gate.Veronica’s questions flew ten to the dozen. Where did we live? Was it a big
farm? Were there any animals on the farm? Why only chickens and dogs and cats? Why weren’t
there any cows? Weren’t all farms supposed to have cows? And what about horses? She loved
horses. Could we get cows and horses? I was over the moon happy. She prefixed every question
with the word, daddy. She could ask me a million questions, and I wouldn’t mind.It was less
hectic in Goebbels. Jenny was doing all of the asking. Gary answered her questions, quietly and
politely. The conversation centred on more sensible issues. Gary and Veronica went to David
Livingstone School. He was in grade six, and she was in grade one. He came near the top of his
class, but Veronica needed lots of help with her homework. Gary liked to fish. He liked it a lot. He
was a good fisherman and had a rod and a reel given to him by his grandfather. Jenny told him
that he now had an extra two sets of grandparents. Oh, said Gary. He also liked wildlife and
watching birds. Jenny told him that we managed two safari camps and that he’d be able to visit
both with me. That would be nice, he said. And there was lots of birdlife on the farm where we
were all going to live. That was also nice, he said.Gary asked exactly one question. “What’s your
surname?”“Our surname is de Jong,” Jenny said.“Oh,” said Gary. They drove the rest of the way
home in companionable silence.Chapter TwoOf Moms and Dads with learner plates onOur
house was a ramshackle upstairs, downstairs farmhouse with five bedrooms and three
bathrooms. The kids were thrilled that they would each have their own bedrooms. And even



better, the rooms were upstairs rooms. Gary chose a bedroom with a tiny veranda. Veronica
chose the purple bedroom because purple was almost pink, and the room looked like it could be
in a doll’s house. Jenny and I helped pack their clothes away into their cupboards, which took no
time at all. Again, I was appalled at how little each child had in the way of clothes and
possessions. Gary’s fishing rod and tackle box had pride of place in his cupboard. Then he went
downstairs to fetch Phoenix, which was when he started screaming. I rushed downstairs, fearing
the worst. And I didn’t even know what the worst could be. I’d only been a parent for less than an
hour. And already the wheels had come off properly.While we were busy in the house, one of the
Jack Russells had broken into the parrot’s cage and bitten the bird’s head off in double-quick
time. Gary was beyond distraught. So was I. The poor kid had not a lot left in his life, he was in
the process of losing his mom, and now his parrot was gone. Killed by the bloody dog. I grabbed
a broomstick and set off after the dog, screaming like a banshee. I was going to beat the crap
out of the dog, which helped matters, not a jot. More violence. More tears, more raw
emotion.Eventually, Jenny settled Gary down with a hug. “I’m really sorry, Gary. And it’s not
Jessie’s fault. She’s a terrier. And her instinct is to catch things and kill them.” Gary flinched but
importantly didn’t pull away from the contact.I chipped in, “And how about I build an aviary, and
we fill it with birds?” Jenny rolled her eyes in the background. This was Eric talking, he who was
challenged by three-pin plugs, he who could not spell DIY. But I was serious. If men could land
on the moon, why couldn’t I build an aviary? The sobbing slowed, and the drama was over.That
first night I wanted to take the children out for a pizza. It seemed a family thing to do. Families did
pizzas in the movies the whole time. But Jenny overruled me. She cooked a lasagne, and we sat
around the dining room table for our first family meal. It felt good like it was meant to be. There
weren’t even any of those long awkward silent moments where no one said anything, mostly
because of Veronica’s constant chatter. And after dinner, we watched a bit of television. Jen and
I had no idea how long to let that run for. So we asked Gary what time children went to
bed.“Seven o’clock for Veronica and eight o’clock for me. Unless it’s not a school night, then we
can stay up longer.”“Oh.”“But I’m tired. I think we both are. We had a big day. Thank you for the
meal. And goodnight,” he said politely. Veronica was more demonstrative and smothered us with
goodnight hugs and kisses.“Do you want a bedtime story?” I asked her as I walked her up to her
room to tuck her in. I was sure this was all considered normal five-year-old protocol.“But I haven’t
got a book of bedtime stories,” she said in her small voice.“No problem there, Veronica. Luckily,
I’ve got a big book full of stories, right here in my head.”“You have?” she squealed excitedly.‘Yup.
Now what to do you want me to tell you a story about?”“I can choose?”“Sure. How about the
story about a little girl whose shoes hated each other and fought and argued with each other the
whole time…or the one about the princess and a magic unicorn?”Veronica squealed in delight. “I
want the princess one, tell me the princess story.”“Okay. Here we go. Once upon a time in a
kingdom just down the road and around the corner….”“Five minutes, Eric,” Jenny said from the
door. She knew that my imagination let loose could draw bedtime stories out into sagas of epic
proportions. And tonight was not a night for anything epic. We’d all had a big day. We’d gone



from being strangers to being family in just a day.Later I gave Jenny a congratulatory hug in bed.
“Well done on your first night of mothering. You did real good.”“I did okay, didn’t I?”“But don’t get
too cocky. The big kids are easy. The little ones are the tough ones to handle.”“Why do you think
I’m going to have problems with Daniel?”“You gonna really struggle with the breastfeeding for
starters. Kid’s already got teeth on him like a hyena. Figure you either have to wear like protective
gear or you gonna get ripped to shreds. Personally, I’d….”Jenny smacked me in the mouth with a
pillow.First thing the next morning, Raphael Mutwira, the farm foreman, was at the door. He’d
come to inspect our new children. He counted arms, legs, and fingers and checked their teeth.
Apparently, all was in order.“Your children are good children, sir, they are very strong ones. And
this one can look after the cattle and the girl child will fetch much lobola, many heads of cattle.”
Veronica was five years old, and already Raphael was working out her bride price. And I decided
that come the time, I’d use him as my negotiator.After breakfast, Gary and Veronica rushed out
to explore their new home, all seventeen acres of it. It was a kid’s paradise, with trees to climb
and bush to build forts in and whatever it was little girls played at. Veronica wanted to see the
farm animals. This gave her a choice between chickens and chickens. She liked them, especially
the fluffy yellow day olds. But she was still put out at the lack of cows and horses. Again, she told
me that proper farms were supposed to have cows and horses.At nine o’clock, we told Gary and
Veronica that we had to go visit Mommy Rose and collect Daniel. We were taken aback by
Veronica’s violent reaction. She burst into a flood of angry tears and stomped her feet. Through
her tears, she told us she didn’t want to go back to see her old mommy. She had a new mommy
now, and a new home and she did not want to go back to the old one. Eventually, Gary managed
to coax her into Goebbels. Veronica grizzled halfway to town.When we arrived, Rose was sitting
in the lounge, in her bandana, baggy sweater and cigarette smoke. It was still early in the day,
but already she looked tired. Gary gave Rose a gentle hug and a kiss. Veronica dutifully followed
suit. Gary sat next to his mother and pulled his sister down beside him.To give them the space
they needed, Jenny headed for the kitchen to make tea. I didn’t want to get caught up in the
emotions, so I went off in search of my new youngest son. I found Daniel playing on the floor of
his bedroom. He gave me a tentative smile. I picked him up and hugged him. No tears. I swung
him in the air, rather gingerly. I wasn’t sure how fragile two-year-olds were. I was instantly
rewarded with peals of laughter. It was the best sound ever. It sounded especially bright in
Rose’s house where sickness lived. I swung Dan again. More laughter. I could have listened to
him laugh all morning, but I had to get him back to his Mommy Rose. And I’d also just
remembered reading somewhere that two-year-olds were sometimes prone to puking. Holding
him at arm’s length, just in case, I carried him through to the lounge to join the rest of his
family.Gary was in the middle of telling Rose about his new home. I handed Daniel to Gary to
complete the family picture. I felt very much like a spare part, intruding on the little family time
they had left, so I went into the kitchen to help Jenny with the tea. Many hands can still take
forever to make a cup of tea. This was Rose’s last morning with Dan. And Island Hospice had
told us how important it was that the children spend quality time with their mom before she died.



If they were with her through her pain and suffering, it would give them the closure they would
need later in life, apparently. But taking small children to watch someone die slowly, horribly, and
painfully also felt very wrong. The parent in me, who hadn’t been there for very long, thought it
had to be better to shield the children from watching their mother suffer. But Island Hospice were
the experts. We were in their hands. We had to do what they felt was right for the children.On
that first visit, Rose had looked tired when we got there. But after an hour with her three children,
she was beyond exhaustion. It was time to leave. It was time to take Daniel home for the first
time. He gurgled happily on Gary’s lap in the back of Goebbels. In the rear-view mirror, my new
family looked happy and complete. But my heart cried for Rose. She stood small in the driveway,
wracked with pain and sadness, as she watched her family drive away. Gary forced his sister
and brother to look back and wave as we drove off to our new lives together.Like the other
children, Daniel had very little to unpack in his new bedroom. Jenny had put him in the
downstairs bedroom next to ours. “Can’t we take the kids back into town, to get them some
clothes and things?” Jenny asked.“Great idea. Let’s go now.”“You get the other two ready. And I’ll
change Daniel. Something’s a bit smelly here.”I was halfway up the stairs when I heard the
violent, gut heaving, retching behind me. I rushed back down the stairs. Jenny was doubled over
next to Daniel’s bed.“What’s wrong? What’s happened?” I cried.“Daniel’s done a pooh nappy!!”
Jenny gagged.“A what?” I wasn’t up to speed on child terminology.“He’s shat in his
nappy!!”“But…but… isn’t that normal? Isn’t that what two-year-old kids are supposed to
do?”“Not like this!! Not huge like this!!” Jenny blurted between retches. “And what’s worse, he’s
grabbed the crap with both hands. And he’s wiped it everywhere!! He’s got it all over the place!!
On the blankets!! On him!!! On me!!! He’s even got it on the bloody walls!!!”“But why did you let
him do that? Why didn’t you just stop him?”“I was busy trying to wipe his bum clean like you’re
supposed to do.” More gags. More retching. “I was looking for some more of those wet wipe
things, and when I looked around, he was grabbing the shit with both hands and wiping it all over
the bloody place.”“Shhh!!! We said we weren’t going to swear in front of the children.”“We said
that before the children started grabbing fistfuls of shit and rubbing it on the walls and
bedclothes and everywhere.” As Jenny spoke between her heaves, Daniel reached for another
handful of crap and daubed the nearest wall happily.Jenny’s stomach had a point. Daniel’s shit
really stank. My stomach heaved in sympathy. It didn’t do foul stenches either. But a part of me
was angry. Jenny was a mom now. She was supposed to have maternal instincts that could deal
with this sort of stuff; she was supposed to have things under control. I rounded on her. “But
surely you’ve changed pooh nappies before? You’re supposed to know these things.”“I’ve done it
once, maybe twice. But that was with a little baby who just lay there and gurgled and did little
poohs, not huge, big stinking ones that they grab with both hands and smear it all over the
walls!!”“But…but why didn’t you just stop him?”“You come here and stop him, Mr Smart Arse.”
Jenny’s hackles were well up. But my retching stomach forced me back to the relative safety of
the doorway. I watched appalled. How could so much crap come out of one small kid?“What do
you want me to do?” I asked miserably.Jenny answered through another gag. Vomit couldn’t be



far away. “I want you to come here and help me clean up all this shit!!”“But can’t we take him into
the bathroom and just hose him down?”“No, we can’t take him to the bloody bathroom and just
hose him down!!” Acrimony was in the air.“Can I help you clean him up?” A small voice asked
beside me. It was Gary.“You know how to do this sort of stuff? You clean up crappy …I mean
dirty nappies?”“Sure. I do it all the time.” He stepped forward quietly and confidently. “Why’d you
make such a big mess, stinky boy?” he asked. While Daniel gurgled happily, Jenny and I fled for
the safety of clean air.I watched Gary carefully in the department store. I was helping him pick
out his new wardrobe while Jenny shopped for Veronica and Daniel. I was a dreadful shopper
and always grabbed the first thing I saw. The quicker I got out of the shops, the better. But it
looked like Gary was the complete opposite. He spent forever looking through the entire range of
shirts, picking them up and checking them carefully before putting them back again. Nothing
was taking his fancy. He’d been through a rack of shirts a mile long, with every style and colour
imaginable, and he hadn’t picked a single one. There were hundreds of them. Surely there was
something there that took his fancy. And then it struck me that maybe he was looking for
designer label kit. Maybe we were in the wrong shop, maybe I should have taken him
somewhere more trendy.“Haven’t you seen anything you like, Gary? Do you want to go
somewhere else to have a look? One of those boutique places?”“No.…no…. These shirts are all
really nice, but they’re all… just…. so expensive.”I thought he’d been looking at labels, but he’d
been checking out price tags. Incredible!! He was just eleven years old, and he was stressing
about spending too much money. Only then did I get an inkling of what the poor kid had been
through. We found out afterwards that for the last year of Rose’s illness Gary had, on a very
limited budget, bought all the groceries and cooked all the meals, aged ten. I’d only learnt how to
spell the word budget a few years ago, and my cooking was to be avoided at all costs. I put an
arm around his shoulders. He didn’t pull away.“I’ll tell you what Gary, here’s the deal. You choose
the clothes, and you leave me to worry about the prices.”“Okay….” Gary left the sentence open-
ended and hanging awkwardly. I could tell he wanted to call me something but didn’t know what.
I wasn’t worried. There’d be plenty of time to sort out names later.We managed to get the first
shirt in the trolley. But I still had a fight on my hands to fill it. For every three items of clothing I
threw in, he took two out. Eventually, and it was a long eventually, we had the makings of an
eleven-year-old boy’s wardrobe in the bag. We went off in search of the others.Gary and I found
three very happy shoppers. Jenny had had no problems whatsoever filling her trolley. So, she’d
filled up two of them. She was in seventh heaven with a little girl and a little boy to dress up.
Veronica was on a level one up from seventh heaven with an unending choice of pink My Little
Pony clothing to choose from. And Daniel was happy as Larry in the bottom of the shopping
trolley, rummaging through all the wrappings, with a smile on his face.We got home just in time to
turn around for the daily visit to Mommy Rose. More tears from Veronica. Eventually, she
relented but only after getting dressed up in her new best dress. Gary was also resplendent in
one of his new outfits.When we got to Rose’s house, Island Hospice dropped a bomb on me.
They wanted to up the ante with the Rose visits. Now they thought that it was very important that



Gary be there when Rose drew her last breath. It was all part and parcel of the closure thing. I
couldn’t believe it. To force an eleven-year-old to watch his mother die seemed wrong, horribly
wrong. The poor kid had already been put through the wringer for a year, watching his mom get
sick. But to force him to be there when she died seemed hugely cruel to me. But who were Jenny
and I to argue, with all of two days’ worth of parenting experience behind us. So that night, Jenny
packed a cooked meal and sleeping bags for two and sent Gary and I off to watch and wait for
Rose to die.It was easily the longest week of my life. I hated Veronica’s tears every day when we
told her it was time to go and visit her mom. We had to drag her to the car every day, kicking and
crying. And when we got to the house where Rose was dying, I hated each and every minute we
were there. I hated watching Rose growing weaker and weaker. I hated the smell of sickness and
death that filled the small house. And most of all I hated having to take my children there.Any
attempts to get all-important daily routines going were disrupted by the daily visits to Rose’s
sickbed. The visits were normally followed by grief counselling sessions with Island Hospice to
help prepare the children for Rose’s death. And then every evening, Gary and I would troop back
to wait for Rose to die. Those night long vigils were the worst for me. And in between everything I
managed to squeeze in a few hours at the mess that was my desk. And I found a family car fit for
five. Well, actually my secretary, Pat found the car. It was a bright canary yellow Nissan Blue Bird.
Veronica loved the colour and Gary semi-approved of the two-litre engine under the bonnet.As
the week dragged on, Rose slipped into a state of constant pain. The cancer was spreading
rapidly through her body. She now had a permanent nurse on duty who kept her heavily sedated
most of the time. Every evening Gary would sit with his mother and chat. He did all the chatting.
Whether Rose heard him through her veil of medication, I never knew. Only once she’d fallen
asleep, would Gary and I roll out sleeping bags on the lounge floor and watch television. I
enjoyed the chance to bond with Gary. Mostly we watched American wrestling. Gary was an
expert and set about teaching me who was who in the wrestling zoo. Apparently, the Undertaker
was poison mean and on the top of the pile, absolutely unbeatable. And if Hulk Hogan were ever
stupid enough to get in the ring with the Undertaker, he would get taken down and have his butt
kicked!! Takedowns and butt-kicking!! My wrestling vocabulary came on in leaps and bounds.
Apparently, even the boxing great Ali Mohammed would get a hiding from the Undertaker. His
name was Mohammed Ali I told Gary politely. But he would have none of it and so Ali
Mohammed it stayed. I thought it was good that the boy had a mind of his own.I always wake up
stupid early. Gary, on the other hand, was a late riser. Every morning I’d tiptoe through to Rose’s
bedroom to see if she had slipped away during the night. But Rose never died that long week.
Every morning Gary and I would roll up our sleeping bags and head on home with the joyless
prospect of another night long vigil to look forward to.In between the madness, someone
remembered that it was Veronica’s sixth birthday. Island Hospice decided that she needed a
birthday party. Not just for Veronica, more for Rose. Rose wasn’t going to be around for any more
of her children’s birthday parties, so they decided to make it a good party. I didn’t see how you
could throw a party at such short notice. I hadn’t reckoned on Island Hospice’s network of



goodwill. It was amazing. A very kind lady who didn’t know Rose from Adam stepped up and
donated her entire bonus towards the costs of the party. Others came forward with offers for
riding ponies, clowns, and sweets and drinks to feed an army. But where would we find the
children to eat the mountain of sweets and ride the ponies? Jenny and I only knew a handful of
children. And with schools still closed for the holidays, we couldn’t even begin to track down
Veronica’s school friends. Veronica wasn’t much help. She was on first name only terms with all
her best friends, and even those names changed every time I asked about them. I made another
note. Memory retention skills in five-year-olds were wobbly. Jenny and I were panicked about the
child shortage, but the Hospice told us to relax. They would sort it.The party was to be held at
the house where Rose was staying. With a tiny, unkempt garden, it wasn’t the perfect venue. But
Rose didn’t have the strength to travel any distance. The festivities were to start at eleven.
Veronica was up, out of bed and dressed in her new party dress by five. She was beyond
excited. According to her, she’d never had a birthday party before. Her dress was a pinkish
purple creation of shimmering lace and frills, fit for a princess, albeit a grumpy one. Hell hath no
fury like a little girl being kept from her birthday party by dawdling adults and brothers. Veronica
cracked her whip, kicked us out of bed and forced breakfast down our throats.We got to the
house early to help set up, but there was nothing left to do. The army of volunteers had laid out
tables laden with sweets and chips and cakes and cool drinks of every flavour. The yard,
festooned with balloons and bunting of every colour, had been transformed into a happy garden.
Veronica didn’t even notice the sweets and the balloons. She made a beeline straight for the
riding pony, resplendent in party ribbons and tethered under a shady tree, patiently chomping
away on horse cubes, waiting for the kids to arrive. Veronica told Jenny and me over and over
that horses were her ‘bestest’ animal by a million miles. When no one was watching, I stole a
handful of jelly babies. I have a weakness for jelly babies, especially the black ones.By eleven
o’clock only three kids had arrived, all carrying presents, and all dressed up in their Sunday
bests, even though it was a Saturday. Veronica welcomed them from on top of the horse. She
didn’t know any of the children but was prepared to accept gifts from total strangers. By quarter
past eleven, there were eight children, and that was counting Gary, Veronica and Daniel. It
wasn’t looking good. It looked like I would be called upon to deal with a lot of jelly babies.And
then Jo Jo the clown arrived, in a cloud of noise and dust in a multi-coloured VW Beetle done up
to look like a technicoloured mouse complete with a huge wind-up key on the roof. Apparently,
Jo Jo was a stalwart of the Harare birthday party scene. He’d offered his services for the day for
free. Beneath his happy makeup, Jo Jo looked disappointed at the size of his audience. He
thrived on full houses. But behind him, the floodgates opened. The children started arriving,
firstly in drips and drabs, and then in ever-increasing numbers, all clutching presents, all needing
to have the birthday girl pointed out to them. Finding Veronica was easy. She was the little girl on
the back of a horse already starting to look tired at the prospect of the long day ahead. There
were more than a hundred children. Harare had opened her heart to another plea for help. My
eyes teared up every time another car full of kids pulled up.I watched Gary shed his mantle of



responsibility and join in the party games with great gusto, just like any other kid. He was
surprisingly quick and won all the running races easily. It was the first time I’d seen Gary, the
child. It was nice to watch. Rose came out to join the party. We carried an armchair out for her to
sit on. By now, she was beyond frail and unable to walk. She was helped by two Island Hospice
carers. Rose’s bandana and sweatshirt were by now twenty sizes too big. Children stood and
stared at the slow procession, unabashed. We prised Veronica off the back of the horse so she
could open her presents in front of her mother. Veronica shredded the wrapping paper as she
attacked the pile of presents with great gusto. Through her pain and medication, Rose looked
happy. I wasn’t the only one crying in the crowd of onlookers.I took the call from Island Hospice
very early on Sunday morning. Rose was gone. After an eighteen-month battle with cancer, she
slipped away in the early hours. Rose Bull was just twenty-nine when she died. I hung up the
phone and stood there for a long while, trying to compose myself. It was obvious Rose had clung
to life for another week so she could see her children settle into the new home she’d chosen for
them. I was glad that Gary hadn’t been there to watch his mother die. Exhausted from the
excitement of the birthday party, Gary and I had skipped the Saturday night vigil. It was better
that his last memories were of a happy Rose, sitting on the couch at the party watching happy
children at play. I stood and cried for a bit before waking up my children to tell them their mother
was dead.The Hospice told us that we should bring the children to view the body and to say
goodbye to Rose for the last time. It was all to do with closure. By then I hated the word closure.
The parent in me wanted to shield the children from the sight of their dead mother, but I didn’t
have enough faith in my instincts to stand up to Island Hospice.Rose hadn’t died in the house
where she’d lived out the last months of her life. She’d been moved to a huge mansion of a
house that belonged to a step relative. It was obviously felt to be a more fitting place for
someone to die. The bitter part of me asked why the rich step-relatives hadn’t taken Rose and
the children in earlier, why did they let Rose live out the last months of her life dependent upon a
stranger’s charity?When we arrived, extended members of Rose’s family came pouring out of
the big house to fuss over the children. There was a whole tribe of them. I’d never laid eyes on
any of them before. Again, my bitterness flared up. Where had all the relatives been for that last
long week of Rose’s life? But I bit my tongue and repressed bitter feelings of anger and stood
back to watch Rose’s family grieve and fuss over her children. Jenny, Gary, Veronica, Daniel and
I were the main attraction. Everyone tugged at us with questions, offering us tea and biscuits. I
hated it. They were turning Rose’s death into a social occasion.After a long forever, we were
called upstairs to view Rose’s body. We tiptoed into the large bedroom where she lay in the
centre of a large double bed that looked like it had been neatly made up with her in it. She wore
a white scarf around her head. Her eyes were closed, and her alabaster hands folded over her
chest. Rose looked at peace, finally free of the pain and the suffering. My tears welled up again
as Gary bent over and kissed his mom for the last time. Veronica followed suit. But I still thought
she was too young to be in the room. Then it was our turn to say goodbye to the lady we’d only
known for a week. Jenny spoke for both of us.“Rest in peace, Rose,” she whispered. “And thank



you for your children. And I promise that we’ll look after them and love them.”Chapter Three.Of
funerals, cows and chopsticksRose’s funeral loomed large on our horizon. Mostly I was dreading
it, but there was a part of me that was looking forward to it. Once she was buried, we could go
forward as a proper family.Even more of Rose’s extended family came out of the woodwork to lay
her to rest, all of them new faces. And again, I couldn’t but be bitter that none of them had been
near Rose in her last week. The person I was dreading meeting the most was Daniel’s father.
He’d been Rose’s partner at the time of her death, and he was sure to be at the funeral. And I
didn’t want him anywhere near Daniel. Daniel was my son now, not his. In the end, Jenny and I
decided to leave Daniel at home, not because he might see his father, but because he was too
young for a long graveside ceremony.I’d never been to a burial before. I was keen to keep to the
anonymity of the back rows, but we were ushered to the graveside. Jenny stood next to Gary
and held his hand throughout. I held Veronica’s. I could feel curious eyes upon us throughout the
long ceremony. The priest was the only person who spoke at the funeral. And it was obvious that
he’d never met Rose, so he stayed on neutral ground with the usual funeral scriptures. There
were a lot of people at Rose’s burial. But through my veil of tears, I was able to pick out the man I
thought was Daniel’s father. He was grieving heavily. He looked like a normal and decent person,
but I was still glad we hadn’t brought Daniel.After the burial, we were all invited back to the
mansion where Rose had died for tea and snacks. I didn’t want to go but had to. Jenny, I, and the
children were the flavour of the month with all the aunts, uncles, nieces, and nephews who’d
ventured out from the woodwork. They were all on huge guilt trips, all anxious to tell us how
close and fond they were of Rose and the children. How badly they wanted to keep in close
contact and visit as often as possible. I seethed silently. But you let her spend the last months of
her life living off a stranger’s charity. You made an eleven-year-old boy spend a year shopping,
cooking, and cleaning for his dying mother and his young siblings. And where the hell were you
all in that last long dark week? Not visiting your dead and dying sister for starters, I snarled
silently.On the outside, though, I stood with a polite smile on my face and almost caved into the
visitation requests. Thankfully Jenny was more forthright, and she stood her ground. We’d talked
this exact moment through with Rose. No aunts and uncles would be allowed to visit. Only the
children’s grandfather would be allowed to visit. Rose knew that the kids would have to shut the
door on their old life so they could get started on their new one. Jenny told them that the no
aunts and uncles decision had been made by Rose before she died. Island Hospice backed us
up and told the extended family that it was the right thing for the children. The decision went
down like a lead balloon. Aunts and uncles glared at Jenny and me. We fled the wake as soon as
it was polite to do so.With the funeral behind us, we were able to concentrate on living a normal
family life. There were lots of changes, especially at mealtimes. Being in the hotel and restaurant
business, Jenny and I were used to eating out often, and meals at home were haphazard, to say
the least. But now we had fixed mealtimes befitting a young family, with balanced, nutritious
meals full of broccoli, cauliflowers, and stuff. My stomach almost walked out on me in disgust, it
especially hated broccoli and cauliflowers. But apparently, broccoli and cauliflower are full of iron



and all manner of good stuff and should be an essential part of every growing child’s diet, blah,
blah, blah. And so, they ended up on the menu. And on my plate. Apparently, I was supposed to
set a good example. Alas. And we also ate our meals at the dining room table instead of in front
of the television. And we took turns to say Grace before every meal. I always went with the bog-
standard ‘Thank You For What We Are About To Receive’ version but Gary and Veronica had
new and interesting variations. Veronica was especially entertaining when she got her Grace
and the Lord’s Prayer mixed up. I couldn’t but peep at her as she offered up thanks with eyes
tightly closed and hands clasped in the obligatory prayer position. “Our Father, who lives in
heaven, Hallo, what’s your name. And thank you for our food.”Mealtimes with Daniel were a
battle of wills. If he didn’t like what was put in front of him, he would sit tight with pursed lips and
tears on tap. But he was up against Jenny, the immovable object. She would sit next to him with
his bowl of nutrition until he gave in. Often, he wouldn’t. I felt sorry for the poor kid but knew
better than to get involved.Gary would offer to help cook in the kitchen. He liked cooking.
Unfortunately, his signature dish was a vegetable stir fry. Aaargh!!! More vegetables!! My poor
stomach threatened strike action, but I forced myself to clump my teeth through Gary’s dinner
manfully, and with an appreciative look on my face. And Gary’s stir fry was actually very good. I
was impressed. Even though I’d been to hotel school, my culinary skills didn’t extend much
beyond eggs boiled badly. Gary was a lot older than his eleven years.Taking the children out to
restaurant for a meal was a huge treat for them. They hadn’t been out to many restaurants.
Jenny decided that we’d eat out once a month as a family treat. I chose the Bamboo Inn for our
first outing. It was an excellent Chinese Restaurant, complete with dimmed Chinese lanterns and
Chinese elevator music in the background. Gary mastered his chopsticks in his first minute at
the table. He had amazing hand-eye co-ordination. His chopstick skills irked me a bit. After years
of practising with pointy sticks, more of my food ended up on the table than in my mouth.But the
next time we went back to the Bamboo Inn, Gary’s chopsticks turned out to be a source of
embarrassment. The restaurant was busy, and we had to wait for a table. Finally, the head waiter
ushered us through to an empty table and started laying up the bowls and eating utensils. He
asked Gary and Veronica if they wanted to try to eat with chopsticks. No problem, Gary told him,
I’ve brought my own. And with a flourish, he produced the pair of chopsticks filched on his first
visit from his jacket pocket. I gently slid out of sight under the table.As a family, we had regular
grief counselling sessions with Island Hospice. But the sessions weren’t just to do with grief
counselling. They were also a crash course in parenting. And boy did we need them. Jenny and I
had already started clashing on the subject of discipline; especially when the disciplining
involved Veronica. It hadn’t taken Veronica long to work out that I was soft like a marshmallow on
the outside and even softer on the inside. I was guaranteed to cave in almost automatically on all
demands and Veronica played me like a fiddle. This left Jenny playing a lone bad-cop role. It was
unfair on Jenny. Even I could see that, but I argued that the kids had been through so much, the
least we could do was cut them a bit of slack on the home discipline front. Island Hospice was
fair-square behind Jenny. Our children especially needed to know where their boundaries



were.At one of these counselling sessions, we were shown an amazing picture drawn by
Veronica months before Rose died. The wax crayon drawing showed Veronica, Gary and Daniel
holding hands in front of a house. Gary was huge in the picture, almost as tall as the house.
Rose was in the background, lying down and some distance from the children. Our counsellor
said the picture was full of symbolism regarding the relationships but what amazed me was the
house Veronica had drawn. It was exactly our ramshackle upstairs downstairs farmhouse. I
couldn’t have drawn the house any better. And Veronica had drawn the picture months before
she saw the house. My hair stood on end.It was still school holidays. I spent as little time as I
could at the office so I could watch the children settle into their new home. The dogs were in
seventh heaven. They had kids to play with. The cats were less enamoured with the new arrivals.
Veronica and Daniel loved playing with the day-old chicks the best. A new batch had just arrived,
and they spent hours cuddling them and playing with them. Alas. Because of some tough loving,
more than a few day olds didn’t make it to two days old.Veronica had pointed out at length the
shortcomings of our farmyard in terms of animals. I set off in search of a cow. A friend ran a state-
of-the-art dairy farm on the outskirts of Harare. Gary and I drove out early one morning to go cow
shopping. The dairy farm boasted a massive herd of pedigree Friesland cows. They were
beautiful animals with shiny bright black and white coats, grazing in the lush green paddocks
with pendulous udders and soft Bambi eyes. The phrase ‘soft Bambi eyes’ popped into my head
from nowhere. That’s what happened when you hung out with six-year-olds.I told the farmer
about our noble cow quest, and minutes late, we drove off with a dairy herd of one in the back
seat of the car. The herd’s name was Elizabeth, and she was a day-old Friesland cow, about the
size of a large dog. She was a ‘vealer.’ That was a cow that had been judged not good enough
for the milking herd and earmarked for a one-way trip to the butcher’s block. Elizabeth was a
proper bargain. I paid a whole ten dollars for the cow, twenty bucks worth of fresh milk, still warm
from the udder, to feed her with plus a long list of instructions on how to keep her alive. Because
the instructions called for three-hourly feeds, when we got home, I handed both the cow and the
instructions over to Raphael, the foreman. I didn’t do three o’clock in the morning too well.
Raphael examined Elizabeth carefully and pronounced her to be a very good excellent cow. He
asked if I could buy another one for him. I promised him I would try.Veronica was delighted with
Elizabeth and spent hours in the back storeroom that we had converted into a barn fit for a cow,
cuddling the cow and bottle feeding her. Now we had a proper farmyard, complete with the
sounds of cows mooing. Unfortunately, Elizabeth’s mooing grew ever fainter though. Raphael
knocked on the back door of the house late at night, with a worried look on his face.“The cow,
sir, she is fucked. She has an illness that is making her shit a lot.” Raphael’s command of the
English language was colourful, to say the least. In his vocabulary, the word fuck was reserved
for use as an extreme adjective. I phoned Charles Waghorn, our aptly named vet and described
the cow’s symptoms. Apparently, Elizabeth had Scours, which was bovine diarrhoea. Charles
told me to try to keep her liquids up and told me he’d pop around in the morning to see how she
was doing. Alas. Elizabeth never made it to the morning. I was horrified. While I tried to figure out



how I was going to tell Veronica that her favourite cow was no longer, I gave Raphael strict
instructions not to eat Elizabeth. She was to be buried down in the bottom paddock, as far from
the house as possible. Raphael looked at me like I was a complete idiot before grumbling off to
waste the perfectly good meat.Alas. Raphael wasn’t the only one who thought we were wasting
good meat. Just hours after I’d told Veronica that Elizabeth had gone up to heaven, her mortal
and bloodied remains were dragged into the garden by Dempsey our boxer, wagging his non-
existent tail ten to the dozen, overjoyed at having discovered the bone of all bones. Dempsey
had already tucked into a goodly part of Elizabeth and was now looking for somewhere to bury
the rest of her for a rainy day. What was left of Elizabeth looked like a prop from the Texas Chain
Saw Massacre. I shouted for Raphael and told him to rebury Elizabeth’s carcass quickly before
Veronica saw it. “And this time make sure you dig a bloody deep hole!!” I shouted at
him.Veronica had been distraught when I told her about Elizabeth’s sudden decision to head on
up to heaven but calmed down quickly enough when I promised her another Elizabeth. I was
amazed at how quickly kids bounce back. After another visit to Kintyre, I came back with
Elizabeth the Second, Elizabeth the Third and Elizabeth the Fourth and a longer list of stricter
instructions on how to care for them. Scours was caused by poor hygiene. We hadn’t done our
job properly with our first cow. I handed the herd of three over to Raphael and told him he could
have one but only if he reared the other two successfully. He was overjoyed. As was Veronica.
The only unhappy person in the story was Dempsey the boxer who spent hours looking for the
remains of Elizabeth the First but never found them.We were fast running out of school holidays,
so Jenny and I had to make some school decisions quickly. Gary and Veronica both went to
David Livingstone Primary, a government school, way over on the other side of town. Like most
government schools, it was hopelessly overcrowded with forty plus kids per class. And David
Livingstone would mean a fifty kilometre there and back commute every day. In traffic that would
gobble up over two hours of every day. Jenny and I decided to look at other options. We’d been
told about a small private school on a farm further out on our side of town. The school was called
Lilfordia. It had been started by a member of the Lilford family, way back in 1902. Ian Campbell,
the incumbent headmaster, was the grandson-in-law of the school’s founder. Amazingly the
position of headmaster had never passed out of the family in almost one hundred years,
amazing continuity for a country as unsettled as Zimbabwe.Ian and his wife Letitia ran the school
as an extension of their home. With less than twenty children per classroom, they treated each
and every child at the school as one of their own. Bad thunderstorms would see flocks of
frightened five-year-olds flood the Campbell home. Children at Lilfordia were treated as people
first, pupils second. Without even having seen the school, we knew it would be perfect for Gary
and Veronica.We were told that the school had a waiting-list miles long, but we drove out to the
school with hope in our hearts, to meet with the Campbells. We fell in love with Lilfordia as soon
as we saw it. It had a happy place feel to it. And our kids were badly in need of some happy
therapy. The thatched dormitories dotted around the sprawling grounds added to the school’s
rustic atmosphere. We told Ian and Letitia our story, and that was that. The kids were in. Ian said



Lilfordia could always squeeze another desk in a classroom. Plus, he was short of decent
batsmen for the school cricket team.“Do you play cricket, Gary? You look like you might have an
eye for the ball,” Ian Campbell asked.“I don’t know sir, I’ve never tried.”“Well, we’ll soon change
that,” said Ian.Jenny and I were delighted. We knew Lilfordia would be the perfect school for
Gary and Veronica, where their education would have more than a hint of healing. Lilfordia was a
boarding school but had a handful of day scholars that came in from town every day. And we
would be able to join a lift club, which would take the heat off the daily commute. With the new
term starting in just a few days, Jenny had a mad rush to get uniforms and lift clubs organised.In
Veronica’s case, though, she needn’t have bothered panicking about the uniform. In the
television show, Veronica had been described as a real live wire and a chatterbox. They left out
the word dippy. On her first Lilfordia school morning, Veronica was dispatched with her full
school uniform consisting of blue brookies, blue uniform dress, sun hat, socks x two, brown
shiny shoes x two, sports shirt, sports shorts, white sports shoes x two, white sports socks x two,
swimming costume and swimming towel. On top of this impressive list was a school suitcase to
keep her reading book and homework book in.I thought it was a very long list of items for a six-
year-old to keep track of. Veronica was obviously in complete agreement with me because she
returned after her first day with only her swimming costume. That was it. Every other thing that
she’d left home with that morning had gone missing in action. Clothes, suitcase, the whole bang
shoot, missing. I was amazed. I tried to help Veronica to think about where she might have left
them. After some considerable thought, Veronica narrowed things down to either the day
scholar’s dormitory, or maybe her classroom, or maybe on the sports field, or maybe in the car
she had come home in. But they were definitely at school somewhere, she announced happily
unless of course, they were in the car.We were right in our choice of schools. Both Gary and
Veronica thrived at Lilfordia, especially Gary. He was drafted into every available sports team.
Being a small school with a tiny player base, team selection at Lilfordia was a given. If you could
pick-up a hockey stick, you were in the hockey team. Ditto the rugby team. And Gary thrived.
And with amazing hand-eye co-ordination, he was a natural sportsman.I picked up on exactly
how good his hand-eye co-ordination was at the School Fun Day. It was Lilfordia’s premier
annual fundraising day. Each child was given a purse full of money, cunningly added onto the
school fees at the end of the term and let loose on the myriad of fun stands manned by the
parents and children, with strict instructions to spend every last penny. There was no shortage of
different fun things for the children to spend their parents’ money on. There were Toffee Apples,
Candy Floss and Popcorn stalls, Tombola, and the obligatory ‘Try Throw the Incredibly Small
Hoop over the Incredibly Large Objects’ stall.Gary and I zeroed in on the stall where the punters
were urged to ‘Test Your Nerves of Steel’ by negotiating an iron ring around the tricky twists and
turns of an electrically charged wire maze. If you touched the wire, a loud buzzer would sound,
and you’d lose your entry fee. But if impossibly, you made it all the way to the end without
touching the wire, you’d win ten dollars. And ten dollars would buy a lot of candy floss and beer.
My nerves of steel and I stepped up first, brim-full of confidence, but sadly blew out on the very



first corner. Then it was Gary’s turn. With a look of steely concentration, he whizzed his way
around the maze in double-quick time. Ten dollars richer, he headed straight to the back of the
short queue. The treacherous maze did away with the queue of hopefuls promptly. And then it
was Gary’s second turn. And again, he whizzed through the twists and turns without touching.
Another ten dollars in his kitty. The stall attendant bent over to check that the maze was plugged
in properly. All was in order. Gary stepped up again with the same results, but this time even
quicker. Now that he knew the course, he practically flew around the twists and turns. The stall
attendant took on the look of the mildly panicked.“Don’t you want to try some of the other
stands? Maybe the Tombola or something?” he asked Gary.“But I like this one.”Another thirty
dollars later, the stall attendant tried to ban Gary from the stall, but I wouldn’t let him. That would
be like banning a fat kid from a Candy Floss stall I told him. The poor man, in every sense of the
word, made some emergency adjustments to his maze, scrunching the wires up with extra
viscous cutbacks and turns. No problem. Gary added a new look of boredom to his repertoire as
he zipped through the new challenges with ease. Ten more dollars in the bank. Gary was
officially nearly well off. By now, he had a small audience cheering him on. The stall attendant
upgraded his mildly panicked look to full-on panic and slashed the prize money from ten dollars
down to five.“But you can’t do that!” I protested loudly on Gary’s behalf.“Of course, I can,” he
retorted. “And I just did.”“But it’s not fair!!” I squealed.The stall attendant turned my tables on me.
“It’s the same as running a half-price special at the Candy Floss stall.”It turned out that Gary’s
was equally adept at winning five-dollar prizes. And if anything, he did it in half the time. Another
fifty dollars in prize money later, the ‘Test Your Nerves of Steel’ stand went under. “Bust,
bankrupt, kaput. The bank has been broken. And all thanks to your son!!!” the operator railed
bitterly.His words resonated in my head. I had a son to be proud of.Chapter FourOf birds, birds
and more bloody birdsOur rickety house stood testimony to my status as a non-handyman and a
procrastinator par excellence. Gary’s aviary joined the long list of other jobs I was currently
putting off. ‘Why do today what you can to do tomorrow?’ was my approach to anything that
needed either a hammer or a screwdriver.Veronica decided to hurry things along. There was a
busy colony of golden yellow weaver birds nesting in a tall Acacia in the garden. But not for long.
Veronica climbed up the tree, risked life and limb to shimmy out along the thin branches and
emptied all the nests within reach of their contents, which were mostly eggs and featherless
fledglings. Back on terra firma, Veronica handed the lot over to Gary as an early birthday
present; his birthday was still months away.“Now Daddy has to build you a birdcage, Gary.” I still
got such a kick every time she called me daddy. Gary was less enthused at his bounty and told
her she had to put them back.“Can he keep them, Daddy, please can he keep them?” she
begged.“I don’t think you should’ve taken the eggs, Vee,” I said. Veronica’s bottom lip started to
tremble. “And I don’t know if all the babies are going to make it. Some of them look very
young.”Veronica’s tears started. “Must I put the little birds back into their nests?” she sobbed.“I
don’t think we can, my darling. Once we’ve touched them, the mommies will never take them
back.”Veronica’s bottom lip trembles spread up to her shoulders. She was a picture of perfect



misery. I hated watching her sad. “But if Gary feeds the little birds every three hours, I’m sure
they’ll grow just fine,” I blurted hurriedly.The tears stopped, and she went back to being
delighted. “And so he can keep them! And when they grow up, he’ll have lots and lots of little
Phoenixes.”Gary was clearly not thrilled at the prospect of waking up every three hours to feed
the fledglings. I leant him my old alarm clock. Made in Mozambique, inspired by East German
precision, it was a beast with alarm clangers the size of hubcaps and a tick-tock that made Big
Ben subtle by comparison. The alarm clock was guaranteed to wake the dead, and anyone else
within half a kilometre of ground zero, provided you fell asleep in the first place.“Why didn’t you
just tell her to put the bloody birds back into the nest?” Jenny swore at me as the three o’clock
alarm ripped us from our sleep. We’d only just fallen back asleep after the midnight alarm.“But
you can’t put baby birds back in their nests. Everyone knows their mothers will reject them.”“Well,
Veronica isn’t everyone,” Jenny hissed. “And this is all your fault anyway!!”“How’s it my fault?” I
wailed.“None of this would’ve happened if you’d just built Gary an aviary like you promised.”Work
on the aviary started the very next day. The original design on paper was a rather grandiose walk
through aviary, complete with water features and built-in rain forest. Gary looked very impressed.
His aviary would be able to house a myriad of bird varieties in splendour. But he looked less than
impressed when I hammered a six-inch nail through both a log and my index finger within the
first five minutes of construction. After a quick visit to the emergency room at the hospital to
extract the log and the nail from my finger, I decided to scale the aviary back to your basic box
design with gum poles in the corners, and chicken mesh stretched over the top. Blood and pain
were great reality checks.The construction phase of the project didn’t take long. By my lowly
standards, the aviary was a thing of beauty. It was sort of square. And the door opened and
closed. And the wire mesh was reasonably taut. It was a splendid, fully functional aviary.“But ….”
Gary started.I cut him off. “Relax. Don’t worry about how much it cost. I promised you an aviary,
and that’s what you’re going to get.”“But I’m….”“Shhh!!! All we have to do now is catch some
birds and stick them inside.”“But…”“Don’t worry. It’s not going to cost anything. I’ve asked
Raphael to help you make some bird traps, and we’ll soon have your aviary full.”“But…”“Gary, I
don’t want to hear another word about how much it’s costing. That’s my job. And I’ve actually
enjoyed building it. Apart from the bit where the six-inch nail went right through my
finger.”“But…”“Shhh!!!”It didn’t take long before Raphael and Gary caught their first birds. The
birdlife around the house was prolific, widow finches and fire finches, bronze manikins and red
bishops, blue waxbills and long-tail whydahs, all with the survival instincts of a curious lemming.
Made out of the shade netting and wireframes with piles of birdseed for bait, Raphael’s bird trap
was simple, and it worked. They had their first cardboard box full of captured birds before lunch.
It was time to put my aviary to the test. The theme song to ‘Born Free’ played silently in my head.
But then I realised it was completely the wrong soundtrack for the occasion and axed it.Gary and
I stuck the cardboard box on the floor inside the aviary, opened the lid and stood back to watch
the birds settle into their splendid new home. We watched them just briefly. This was how long it
took them to squeeze out the mesh and escape back to the bush from whence they had



come.“Oh bollocks,” I said. “The mesh is too big.”“That’s what I was trying to tell you, Dad,” Gary
said.“But why didn’t you say anything.”“I tried to Dad. But you wouldn’t listen. You kept telling me
to keep quiet!”“Well, you should have spoken out louder. When you see something’s wrong,
you’ve got to make yourself heard,” I blustered, feeling foolish. And then it struck me. Gary had
just called me dad. And he’d called me dad twice. Once might have been a slip of the tongue but
not twice. Standing in the empty aviary, I was a happy man. I didn’t have a single bird in my
aviary, but I had a son who called me dad.Veronica remained intent on finding a bird for Gary to
replace Phoenix. We were driving the six hundred kilometres down to the South African border
to pick my mother up. She was coming to inspect her new grandchildren. She was on her own
because my dad couldn’t get time off from work. My parents lived eighteen hundred kilometres
away in Pietermaritzburg, South Africa. And that was almost a day and a half on the bus. To save
her six hundred kilometres of her epic bus trip, I had offered to pick my mom up at the Beitbridge
border.Jenny decided to turn the trip into a holiday and booked us into the Lion and Elephant
Hotel, a bush lodge eighty kilometres from the border, for a few nights. The children were very
excited. We were going to be staying in a real hotel. With real chocolates on the pillows at night, I
told them, which earned me a collective wow. The kids had never stayed at a hotel before. I got
another wow from Gary when I told him, courtesy of the hotel brochure, the Lion and Elephant
had a ten-thousand-acre game farm teeming with wildlife and was right on the banks of the
Bubye River. Gary was so excited. He was going fishing in the bush.A six-hour drive later, we
booked in. It was a charming little hotel with thatched lodges nestled below huge Albida trees
right on the banks of the Bubye River. Gary jumped out of the car, grabbed his rod and rushed
off to fish. Alas. The river was miles and miles of golden sands and not a drop of bloody water
anywhere. Apparently, the Bubye River was a bit of a misnomer. It only did the water thing every
ten or so years, and for the rest, it was a big long sandpit. Gary was dejection personified, and
his fishing rod never got further than his bedroom.To get over the disappointment of no fishing,
we all went for a bushwalk in the dry riverbed. We climbed down on to hot white sands of the
Bubye while the tinder-dry Lowveld bush towered above us on both sides. Jenny and I each held
Dan by the hand while Gary ran on ahead. Then I noticed that Veronica was creeping along with
big eyes, like a mouse scampering from bush to bush in the riverbed.“Why are you creeping?” I
asked.“Because I’m scared!”“Why are you scared?”“Because of all the lions and elephants!!”I
laughed and told her it was just a name. Veronica was relieved, then disappointed, then
disgusted. The disgust was pointed at me, the High Priest of False Adverting. First up there was
the river that wasn’t a river, followed by no lions or elephants, even though she’d seen the
pictures of lions and elephants on the hotel sign. She was slightly mollified when I showed her a
shy impala, trembling in the shadows before skipping and leaping away through the bush. It
looked just like Bambi. The impala was followed by some kudu bulls and then a troop of baboons
that ambled passed us, out on a morning stroll.And then Veronica hit pay dirt. She saw a nest of
giant bird eggs buried in the sand of the riverbed. She ran up to them excitedly. “What are they,
Daddy, what are they?”“They’re ostrich eggs.”There was a clutch of four massive eggs half-



buried in the sand. I looked around the bush nervously. A vague memory nestled in the back of
my head was reminding me that an ostrich could kick a man to death when provoked. And
pinching a mother’s eggs would surely slot in under provocative behaviour. I was ready to flee
with a child tucked under each arm. Jenny and Gary would have to fend for themselves.“Please,
please can we take them home with us?” Veronica asked.“You should never disturb nature,” I told
her firmly. “What you see in the bush, you should leave in the bush.”“But can’t we just take one of
them for Gary, to keep as a pet.”Gary stepped in with some common sense. “I don’t think it’s a
new nest, Dad. Feel the eggs. They’re all cold. And there aren’t any tracks around. I’m sure the
nest has been abandoned.” Gary was very observant for an eleven-year-old. If I hadn’t been
proud, I would have been annoyed.“So, I can’t get you an ostrich, Gary?” Veronica’s lower lip
trembled.“No, Vee, the eggs won’t have babies inside,” Gary said. “But what we can do is blow
the egg, and we can keep them as souvenirs, one for you and one for me.”Veronica’s tremble
stopped. Even though she didn’t know what a souvenir was.When we got back to the hotel, I
watched Gary blow out his egg. Using the blade on a sharp knife, he made a tiny hole in the top
of the thick shell and a slightly bigger hole in the bottom. Then he blew through the top hole,
forcing the egg yolk and white out through the bottom hole. It stank a bit, but Gary soon had his
egg empty and washed.“I want to try with my egg, let me have a go,” Veronica said excitedly.
Gary made the holes in her eggshell for her. Veronica huffed and puffed up her cheeks like a
blowfish and blew hard. Nothing came out. She huffed and puffed again but still nothing.“Let me
do it for you,” Gary said.“No. I want to do it myself. I want to make the holes a bit bigger.” She took
a pointy stick, poked, and prodded. And poked and prodded a bit more before blowing again. A
small hairline crack developed in the shell. Veronica sucked in more air, almost doubling the size
of her head and blew on the hole in the egg like it was a birthday cake with a hundred candles
burning. She blew and blew. The hairline cracked a bit more. Veronica gave a final, mighty blow
and the hole split open and foul black toxic gunk came vomiting forth, attended by an even fouler
stench. And in the middle of the foul gunk lay a blackened Ostrich chick, shrivelled, wizened and
evil. Veronica screamed. And threw it all up in the air with both hands. Not a good move.
Because what goes up, generally comes down. And it did, all over her. A putrid demonic ostrich
chick complete with foul after- gunk rained down upon her. It was the stuff that horror movies
were made of. Veronica’s face was a picture of absolute panic, fear, disgust and horror. Which
started Gary laughing, a good, deep belly laugh. It was the first time I’d heard Gary laugh. It was
a nice sound. And it was an infectious laugh. We were all rolling on the hot sands of the Bubye
River. Apart from Veronica, who carried on looking disgusted. It took three showers to get rid of
that look.Gary and I drove through to Beitbridge border post to pick my mother up. As always,
the border post was an unruly logjam of hot, sweaty, ill-tempered, masses of humanity. What
should have been a five-minute process was dragged out for hours and hours by fat, lazy corrupt
immigration officials looking to get rich on bribes and offerings. The queues into Hell must be
very like Beitbridge Border Post queues. I could see my mom from afar, gesticulating loudly with
arms and broken English, no doubt her currency cache stashed away safely in the confines of



her armoured bra. Eventually, she popped out of the scrum, saw me but ran straight past and
latched onto her brand-new grandson with a huge hug and bigger sloppy kisses on both cheeks.
With tears streaming down her cheeks, she introduced herself to Gary as Granny Bets. Gary’s
new family had just got bigger by one.Back at the hotel, there was another bout of kissing and
hugging and crying. And then Bets pulled me far to one side for a one on one lecture. My mom is
uber big on lectures. “Eric, I think that you and Jenny have done a really good thing for these
children. I’m proud you helped them.”“No, Mom. We haven’t done it for the children. We did it for
ourselves.”“You know what I mean,” she said.“I know what you’re saying, Mom. But you’re wrong.
Jenny and I have adopted these children for purely selfish reasons. We couldn’t have kids
together. We adopted them because we wanted a family, not because we felt sorry for the
children.”“Yes. But you’ve also done a good thing for the children. And I’m proud of you. And I
love you lots.” More hugs and tears all round.When we got back to the farm, Gary’s aviary had
two occupants; a pair of Pied Crows, which were instantly christened Joe Crow and Mo Crow.
Raphael had bought them for Gary from a kid on the road.“They are for picanin boss Gary,”
Raphael announced proudly.“That’s great,” Gary said. “I’ve heard that you can get crows really
tame. You can even get them to talk and stuff.”Raphael was as pleased as punch with his efforts.
But Joe Crow and Mo Crow were less than pleased. They were vicious, ill-tempered birds with
cruel beaks and cruel hearts, hearts way blacker than their feathers. And that was before they’d
been kidnapped and locked up in a cage. They took out all their misfortune on Gary when he
went into the cage to bond with his new pets, using their beaks to inflict maximum damage,
leaving Gary ripped, bleeding, and slightly less enamoured with Joe and Mo. But Gary stuck
manfully to his task, determined to win them over. I thought he was on a hiding to nothing. The
human body only contains seven litres of blood, so I phoned best friend John Stanton who had a
tame crow. The crow had free range of his house, and it had been known not to kill people. John
considered Joe and Mo from the safety of the right side of the wire mesh and gave his expert
opinion. “We need to cut their flight feathers,” he said.“Will that tame them quicker?” I asked.“Not
really. But it will stop the evil bastards from dive-bombing everyone who walks into the
cage.”“And then Gary will only bleed from his ankles down, cutting out most of the major blood
loss,” I said, looking for the positives.Gary smiled weakly at the thought of less of the red
stuff.“No, I’m just joking,” John said. “The birds will get tamer. And as soon as you’ve cut their
flight feathers, you can let them out the cage and let them hop around the garden. They’ll learn to
come to you quickly enough when they’re hungry.”“Will you cut their flight feathers for me? I’ll
most probably cut the wrong ones,” Gary asked.“No problem,” John said. “All I need is a decent
pair of scissors.”“And maybe a blood transfusion for later,” I said.John laughed. But not for
long.What followed wasn’t pretty. The vicious black bastard birds attacked John as a team,
going for the jugular and other important blood vessels. It was straight out of an Alfred Hitchcock
movie. I was horrified and enthralled. Maybe the human body contained more than just seven
litres of blood. Eventually, after an epic struggle with the birds from hell, John emerged from the
abattoir come aviary, clutching a fistful of flight feathers above his head victoriously. He’d



triumphed over the bastard birds. “Okay, Gary, you can let them out,” he said weakly.“Are you
sure they won’t fly away?”“Relax. These suckers aren’t going anywhere without these things,” he
said as he waved the flight feathers.Gary opened the door and gently shooed Joe Crow and Mo
Crow out of the aviary. They stood there blinking at us malevolently, for a few long seconds. I
thought they were going to come at us again. But then like bats out of hell, they headed for the
heavens. I’d never seen birds hit high altitude so quickly.“Damn!” John stood there ruefully,
holding his handful of feathers, watching the black spots get smaller in the sky. “That wasn’t
supposed to happen.”As the latest of Gary’s feathered pets disappeared into a cloud bank, I
went to hug Gary, but there was no need. He started laughing; it was his good deep belly laugh
again.“They really shouldn’t have been able to do that,” John said ruefully holding a fist full of
forlorn flight feathers.Chapter FiveThe first Christmas, complete with live turkeyIt didn’t take long
for our new life to settle down into family normality. Getting up, going to work or to school,
coming home, doing homework, dinner and off to bed. It should have been boring, but it wasn’t.
For Jenny and me every new day was a voyage of discovery. We had lots to learn about our
children. They might have had the same mother, but they were all completely different.Jenny
decided that she needed to start training Daniel in essential life skills on two fronts; on how to
use the potty and on how not to drown. Not having hung out with any other two-year-olds, I didn’t
know if Daniel was normal in terms of skill development. I had nothing to benchmark him against.
But being able to crap in a potty, as opposed to crapping in your clothes was a life skill he badly
needed to take on board. And it needed to be taken on board quickly. If anything, Jenny’s ability
to deal with stench was waning with every crappy nappy.Daniel hated potty training. He hated
his potty even more. The fact that it was a happy sky-blue colour complete with little happy face
stickers stuck all over it mattered not a jot. He hated the potty with a passion, would glare at it
balefully and would hide it at every opportunity. Small wonder he hated it. Overnight it became
his after meals prison. Daniel was only ever released for good behaviour in the form of either a
number one or a number two. Jenny was a firm believer in positive reinforcement and both
number ones, and twos were rewarded. Numbers ones received a smattering of polite applause
while a number two got a boisterous round of rapturous applause and a sweetie.Alas.
Apparently, Daniel wasn’t big on either applause or sweeties. His potty training turned into an
epic battle of wills; Daniel the stubborn versus Jenny the immovable object. It was dreadful. I was
the wimp in the middle. My pleas for an early release for Daniel fell on deaf ears. “But what if my
client is constipated? What if he wants to pooh, but just can’t?”“He’s not constipated,” Jenny
growled. “And he’s not going anywhere, not until he’s done either a wee or a pooh!!”The need to
drown-proof Dan was as obvious as a steaming, two kilos nappy full of number two. Dan had
already breached my hurriedly erected swimming pool fence on two occasions. Swimming pools
and little boys who couldn’t swim weren’t a good combination. I was bitterly disappointed in my
fence. It looked like Stalag 13 and should have kept herds of water buffalo at bay. But Dan had
gone through the bloody thing like prunes through a two-year-old. I was starting to think about
modifications, like maybe electrification when Jenny intervened. She sent for the professionals



who sorted out my fence’s shortcomings by ripping it down and starting again. And once the new
shiny and impregnable fence was up, Jenny started on the drown proofing. She’d read all about
it in a book. Jenny and I got a lot of crash course parenting skills out of books and
magazines.Drown proofing was hardcore, tough love stuff, as hard on spectators as very scary
horror movies. Mostly I watched, peeping through my fingers. From what little I could see, drown
proofing seemed to centre on lobbing poor Dan into the pool. While he sank to the bottom,
screaming blue murder, Jenny would teach him to roll on to his back, and he would bob gently to
the surface and float. Drown proofing was not the faint-hearted. Thankfully swimming training
was scheduled after daily potty training, so there were no ecological shallow end disasters.The
drown proofing worked. Dan would get lobbed in, twist on to his back, bob to the surface and
float. It gave him a very healthy respect for the pool that would last until we could get him booked
in somewhere for proper swimming lessons.Veronica wasn’t hugely keen on education. She
especially hated learning how to read. And so, she developed a huge proficiency in forgetting
homework books at school. Veronica knew her letters of the alphabet well enough, from Annie
Apple and Bouncy Ball and Clever Cat through to Lucy Lamp and Kicking King and company.
But the reading style she adopted as her own was based on a unique multiple guess approach
to word formation that turned the average Janet and John book into an epic of Tolstoy
proportions. She would seize on and correctly identify the first letter of the word in question and
then cheerfully guess her way through all the other words in her vocabulary beginning with the
same latter until she finally bumped into the right word. And if she ran out of known words, she’d
start on made-up words that sort of sounded plausible. In the Veronica style of reading, Janet or
John would throw Spot a bat, a bread, a bucket, a brick, a balloon, a building, a black, a brown
and eventually the ball in question. Reading homework with Veronica was long and tedious stuff,
but Veronica would somehow remain cheerful throughout, which is more than can be said for
me.Gary, on the other hand, approached schoolwork like he approached life, with quiet
confidence and a maturity beyond his years. As shown on the day the Dempsey versus Tilden
affair came to a noisy head.Dempsey was our brindle boxer puppy. Technically he wasn’t a
puppy anymore but was one of those dogs that never grew up and charged through life on a
perpetual adventure. And he was bloody noisy with it, barking at everything and everyone he
encountered. If they ran away, he chased them. If they didn’t run away, he’d lick them to death.
Tilden was the huge black thoroughbred stallion, which lived on the horse stud next door. His
five-star stable and paddock backed onto our garden. Tilden wasn’t just any stallion. He was a
stud stallion, the sire of more than one Durban July champion. He was insured for millions. But
unfortunately, Tilden fell into the category of things that ran away from Dempsey’s incessant
barking, and there was nothing Dempsey enjoyed more than chasing the stallion all over the
paddock. This pissed Tilden’s owner off no end. He was a dour giant of an Afrikaner called Mr
van Niekerk. I don’t think his parents gave him a first name. I was petrified of Mr van Niekerk. In
my books, he was up there with the taxman and dentists.Things came to a head one day when
Mr van Niekerk barged over and started thumping on our front door. Gary was doing his



homework upstairs. He put his books away and answered the door politely. “Hallo, Mr van
Niekerk.”“Where is your father? I want to see your father!!” Mr van Niekerk thundered, the veins
in his head bulging dangerously.“I’ll go and look for him. Do you want to wait inside?” Gary
asked.“No. I’ll wait here for him. But get him now!”Gary found me hiding in the passage around
the corner. Reluctantly I followed Gary back to the front door.“Hallo, Mr van Niekerk, how nice
to…”He cut me off mid-sentence. “Your bloody dog is chasing my champion stallion again. And
that stallion is worth millions I tell you, more than your whole bloody farm!!”“Oh, dear, but
….”“And sooner than later, your bloody dog will do the horse damage!”“I’m really sorry, Mr van
Niekerk. But you’ve got nothing to worry about. Tilden is a racehorse, and the dog’s never going
to catch him. And if even he did, the dog doesn’t mean any harm. He’s just looking for a bit of
fun.”Mr van Niekerk got all apoplectic on me. His bulging veins were by now throbbing
alarmingly, threatening to pop. “Just a racehorse!!! Just a racehorse!!! And just a bit of fun you
say!!!!” he roared rounding off his sentence with four exclamation marks, all blunt and subtle like
a smack in the face with a shovel. “I’ve told you before to control that bloody dog and you’ve
done bloody nothing!!!”“Well, I have started training the dog,” I offered up weakly. “You know like
teaching him how to sit before his dinner and….”“But you haven’t stopped him from bloody
chasing my stallion!!!”“Like I said, he doesn’t mean any harm. He’s still just a puppy that’s all.”“I
want you to put up a proper fence between your place and Tilden’s paddock to keep your bloody
dog out of my property. Otherwise, I promise you that I will shoot the bloody animal one day!!!”“I’ll
do my best, Mr van Niekerk. I’ll get the fence up as quickly as I can but….”“But what!!!” Mr van
Niekerk demanded angrily. Even his questions were rounded off with the threatening
exclamation marks.“I’ve had a quote for the fence, and it’s a bit more than I can afford at the
moment and….”“Have I told you what my stallion is worth!!!?” By now Mr van Niekerk’s eyeballs
were bulging alarmingly. He was either going to punch me, or he was going to have a heart
attack. Please, please, God, let it be the heart attack and not the punch I begged silently.A small
voice cut through the thunder. “Why don’t you put the fence up, Mr van Niekerk?” Gary
asked.The huge Afrikaner rounded on Gary. “What did you say!!!”Gary stood his ground. “Why
don’t you pay for the fence, Mr van Niekerk? Tilden is your horse. And he is worth more than our
whole farm.”You could have heard a pin drop in the silence that followed Gary’s logic. I braced for
the storm that was surely coming. But all that came from Mr van Niekerk was a loud solitary
“Hmmmmpph!!!” The bull Afrikaner shook his head ponderously as he silently chewed his way
through Gary’s suggestion. “I suppose I’ll have to put up the bloody fence.” He looked at Gary as
though he was looking at a piece of horseflesh. “You’re a slim one, boy!!” he told Gary before
stomping off heavily.Gary’s puppy fat chin quivered in the aftermath. He thought Mr Van Niekerk
was poking fun at his chubbiness. “Slim means clever, Gary. In Afrikaans. Mr van Niekerk just
called you clever,” I told him. Mr van Niekerk was right. Gary was old beyond his eleven
years.Others noticed Gary’s quiet maturity too. At the end of his first school term, the
headmaster of Lilfordia chose Gary as a school prefect. I felt a massive surge of pride when his
name was called out at the end of term school assembly. I was sure Ian Campbell had chosen



Gary more for therapeutic reasons than for his leadership skills. And it certainly worked. The
recognition and responsibility gave Gary’s levels of self-confidence a massive boost.The end of
the school term marked the start of the Christmas holidays, the count-down to our first
Christmas as parents. Jenny and I had made a solemn vow not to spoil the children, too much.
She had me in a particularly painful headlock at the time. Now Jenny is one of those annoying
people who start Christmas shopping in February and finished by June. She’d decided there
would only be one big present for each child with lots of little sensible presents to fill up the gaps
under the Christmas tree. I approved of the big presents she’d bought the kids, shiny new
bicycles for Gary and Veronica and a shiny electric motor car complete with lots of annoying
noises and flashing lights for Daniel, but the sensible gifts she bought put me to sleep. And for
sure they would put the kids to sleep as well. And you wanted kids excited on Christmas Day
opening presents, not nodding off. Erasers, rulers and pencils bags, protractor sets, and
compasses didn’t count as presents in my book; they were things for school, they were in the
same league as dental braces. You got them not because you wanted them, but because you
needed them.Before the kids, Christmas in our house followed a strict ritual. Too many drinks on
Christmas Eve, coincidentally also my birthday, followed by a repentant Midnight Mass during
which I would nod off in the middle of the Latin bits. Jenny was a practising Catholic. I went along
just for the Christmas carols, which I liked to sing loudly and badly. Once church was out the way
Jenny and I would then go home for a long Christmas morning lie-in, to dilute the worst of my
birthday hangover before opening our presents under the Christmas tree. Even without children
in the house, Jenny always put up a Christmas tree, complete with a fairy on top and all the
decorations. Once we’d opened the gifts we’d bought each other, one big present and lots of
little sensible ones, we’d go to Anne and Mike Matthews for a long and liquid Christmas lunch
with turkey and all the trimmings. Anne was Jenny’s cousin in a long, convoluted way. Mike was
excellent company and always had a fridge full of beer and a joke to tell. And this year there
would be an extra special bond because two of the three Matthews children were also
adopted.The excitement in our house ramped up noticeably as Christmas approached. Gary
was a bit too old for visible excitement, and Dan was still too young to appreciate Father
Christmas but Veronica more than made up for the both of them.“Are you sure Father Christmas
knows that we’ve moved houses, Daddy? He’s not going to go to our old house, is he?”“How do
you know he’s coming at all? He only comes to good boys and girls,” Gary pointed out, winding
her up.“But I have been a good girl,” Veronica cried.“No, you haven’t. You left your clothes lying
all over your bedroom floor this morning,” Gary said sternly. As predicted, Veronica’s bottom lip
started to tremble. Gary could play his sister like a fiddle.“But I’m going to pick all my clothes up,
I promise you I am.”I stepped in quickly to nullify the trembling bottom lip. “Of course, Father
Christmas knows where you live now. And of course, he’s going to come and visit you and Gary
and Daniel.”“Do you think he’ll bring me a My Little Pony? And a Barbie doll. And a…….”“How
does he know what you want if you haven’t even written him a letter?” Gary asked with a smirk.
He was enjoying himself.“But I don’t know how to write letters.” The tears had arrived.“I’ll help



you write the letter, Veronica,” I said.“But where will we send the letter? And will Father
Christmas get it in time?”“Of course, he’ll get the letter. There’s a special post box in town just for
Father Christmas. His letters get sent straight to his house at the North Pole.”We took the
children to see the Christmas lights at the Harare Gardens that night. The lights and the fairy tale
themed village display looked tired to me. Nothing had changed since I was Veronica’s age, not
a thing. The lady who lived in the shoe still lived in her huge boot next to Red Riding Hood’s
Grandmother’s cottage, which was just across the way from the Three Little Pigs house. It was
all a bit stale and in need of more than just a coat of paint. But there was nothing stale and tired
about the looks on Veronica and Daniel’s faces as we posted their letters to Santa Clause. They
were an absolute joy to behold. And their sense of wonderment was contagious. The Christmas
carols were loud inside my head, and for weeks I was Goodwill to All Mankind
personified.Jenny’s mom and dad trekked up all the way from Newcastle in South Africa to
spend their first Christmas with their new grandchildren. The children had another set of
grandparents to be doted on by. Hester was born to be a Nana and always had an endless
supply of home-baked biscuits and cakes and a hug and a love for anyone in need. Tony a.k.a.
Poppa played his role of the grumpy but loveable grandfather to perfection. Hester and Tony fell
in love with Gary, Veronica and Daniel at first sight and the feeling was more than mutual. And
they’d arrived with a car boot full of gaily wrapped presents. I helped smuggle the pile of
presents into the house under cover of darkness lest we blew Father Christmas’s cover.My
birthday that year was my best ever. Gary, Veronica and Daniel woke me up with presents, a cup
of coffee, a breakfast feast of toast and a stirring out of key rendition of the Happy Birthday song.
My birthday celebrations were less liquid that year, but my Christmas carolling was as loud and
as bad as normal, proving my inability to hold a tune had nothing to do with alcohol intake. When
we got home from church, we packed the children off to bed. Daniel had already fallen asleep in
the car. Veronica tried valiantly to keep her eyes open for a peep at Father Christmas but failed.
Once she’d fallen asleep, we laid out the presents around the base of the Christmas tree. The
pile of brightly wrapped gifts beneath the tree was huge. Thankfully the ‘Don’t spoil the Children’
rule had been blown out of the water. I went to bed a happy man with Come All Ye Faithful
playing loudly in my head.I was slightly less happy when the banging at our bedroom door
started at four-thirty the next morning. It was Veronica, breathless with excitement. Gary was
standing behind her, doing his best not to look excited. Veronica told us that she’d heard Father
Christmas and his reindeers land on the roof the night before and she’d looked in the lounge this
morning and under the Christmas Tree was full of presents and some of them had her name on
them and there were lots of presents for everyone and if we didn’t get out of bed quickly then it
would all be too late and….Jenny slowed her down. She was sure that Father Christmas might
have left stockings on the mantelpiece for certain children. Those children could open their
stockings no problem but would have to wait for adults to be present before the pile under the
tree could be approached. I jumped out of bed and set about making a pot of coffee with an
obscene amount of joie de vie. Veronica and Gary’s enthusiasm was infectious and had all



adults out of bed and around the Christmas tree by six.I sat back and took a mental snapshot of
my family and me under the sparkling Christmas tree. Jenny and Hester had their happy mom
faces firmly fixed in position. And Tony had put his Grumpy Old Men look away. Children sitting
under the Christmas tree made all the difference in the world. It was good. It was how Christmas
was supposed to be.Jenny was the designated distributor of presents. It took a while to make a
dent in the pile under the tree. I sat and snapped away with the camera, capturing looks of
delight and excitement whenever a present was opened plus the odd photo of my thumb. Daniel
got such a huge kick out of ripping open presents. I got him to open all of mine. He was a
machine. He went through wrapping paper like a chainsaw through butter. The kids all got
spoiled rotten. And that was before the unveiling of the shiny bicycles and shiny electric motor
car complete with lots of annoying noises and flashing lights!!After breakfast, adorned in my
brand-new underpants, socks and aftershave, we went to the Matthews house for Christmas
lunch. Mike and Anne had a lovely home in Harare’s leafy suburbia. Christmas lunch was always
served on long tables out on the lawn, under blue skies and the spreading Msasa trees.On the
way to lunch that year we encountered a strange procession coming towards us; a long line of
cars driving oh so slowly behind a live turkey legging it down the middle of the road. Someone’s
Christmas lunch was making a break for it. As the procession reached us, Gary jumped out and
captured the turkey. And so, we arrived at Mike and Anne’s with Christmas lunch on the hoof,
squawking loudly. But before his head could be removed, Daniel fell in love with him. The turkey
was given the name Gobble Gobble, and he became the family’s designated feathered
pet.Chapter SixOf lions, tree frogs and guinea pigsWe’d only just got over the excesses of
Christmas when Gary’s birthday hit us like a freight train. I felt ambushed. Before I had only two
dates to track, Jenny’s birthday and our ever-treacherous wedding anniversary. But now
suddenly I had an extra three birthdays to contend with. And it wasn’t good enough to just
remember birthdays, you had to do something about them, like buy presents and stuff. Being in
a family of five was tough going. Thank God for wives. They were worth the extra stress of having
to remember wedding anniversaries.Gary’s birthday fell on January 2. Poor kid was twelve going
on twenty-two. For his birthday, Jenny bought him a new fishing rod and enough tackle to land
Moby Dick. I decided I’d take him and six of his new friends fishing on a small dam on a
neighbouring farm as a birthday treat. The world’s worst fisherman, I would be in charge of the
bush breakfast while Gary and company got on with the business of fishing.One of Gary’s
friends, a young Muslim kid called Shiraz Khan, arrived with a Guinea Pig as a present. While
Gary looked happy with his present, I was very suspicious. I’d owned a multitude of the Guinea
Pigs as a child and knew that they only come in multitudes. I looked at the gift Guinea Pig in the
tummy. It was unusually fat.“Are you sure it’s not pregnant?” I demanded of Shiraz.“No, Mr de
Jong. I just fed it before I got here, that’s all.”“Are you sure? Because I’ve seen these things
breed before.”“Not if he’s the only one he can’t.”“Only Amoeba can breed by themselves,” Gary,
the twelve-year-old fountain of knowledge, told me. “They like sort of split in two. But Guinea Pigs
have to mate with each other. And one of them has got to be a girl.”“Okay. You can keep him,” I



relented reluctantly. “But any babies that come go straight back to Shiraz.”Because the dam we
were fishing at was a designated bird sanctuary, you couldn’t drive there. You had to walk the
last two or three kilometres. With my caravan of porters humping fishing rods, camping chairs
and breakfast cooking equipment, I set off along a bush path that led towards the dam. Halfway
the path split in two around a thicket of scrub acacia bushes. Gary took the left path while his
friends and I took the right path. I was halfway around the thicket when Gary screamed. I couldn’t
see him through the thicket but boy, could I hear him. Something was obviously killing him. I
dropped the camping gear I was carrying and rushed off to save Gary and, in the process, ran
right over the back of the python that had scared the crap out of him. It was a massive snake,
well over four metres long and thicker than my thigh. Make that thicker than other people’s thighs
as I am renowned for having skinny legs. The python had a lump halfway down its body about
the size of a pig…or a young fisherman. I quickly did a head count, but everyone was present
and accounted for. The snake wasn’t at all worried about our presence. He was more interested
in basking in the sun, more concerned with digesting his last meal than worrying about his next.
We watched him for a few minutes before carrying on to the dam.It was a pleasant way to spend
a morning; in the bush, untangling children’s fishing tackle, and hearing a multitude of birds I
couldn’t identify. Gary was a good fisherman, much better than his friends who spent more time
casting their lines high up into trees than into the water. I was surprised no one caught any birds.
Fried fresh fish fillets were supposed to take up centre stage on the menu, but I had brought
bacon and eggs along for just in case. Just as well because not a lot of fish were caught, not
surprising given the amount of time the fishing tackle spent in the trees.I surprised myself by
burning only a little bit of the bacon and eggs, which the kids wolfed down like um... hungry
wolves I suppose. Everything was all going swimmingly well until Daniel Gould took time out to
choke on his breakfast. And we weren’t talking minor polite choking; we were talking major
convulsions and writhing on the floor kind of choking. Daniel’s father was one of my partners. I
didn’t know what I’d say to John at work on Monday morning if I killed his son with a bacon and
egg breakfast. I grabbed Daniel and tried to perform the Heimlich manoeuvre on him but
somehow that only made things worse. He started writhing like a mad man. I think he thought I
was trying to finish him off by strangling him to death.“I think he’s got something stuck in his
throat, Dad,” Gary said calmly.“You think?” I had gone more purple in the face than Daniel Gould
as I soldiered on with the Heimlich manoeuvre. Trying to save this kid was killing me. The guy
who invented this manoeuvre, Heimlich I presume, must have been strong like a Sumo
wrestler.“Why don’t we just grab whatever is stuck and pull it out?” Gary asked, again
calmly.“Because this is what you’re supposed to do when someone’s choking,” I grunted as I
heaved away manfully. “I know because I’ve been on First Aid courses and everything. It’s called
the Heimlich manoeuvre, and it’s what you do when people choke. You squeeze them from
behind until whatever is stuck gets unstuck.”“Even bacon?”“What do you mean bacon?”“I think I
can see a little piece of bacon sticking out of Daniel’s mouth, Dad.”I stopped the Heimlich
manoeuvre and dropped Daniel to the ground. Gary was right. There was a piece of bacon



rasher sticking out Daniel’s mouth. I grabbed it and pulled…and pulled….and pulled. The bacon
rasher just kept on coming. It was like a magician pulling out a never-ending chain of
handkerchiefs from his sleeve. Eventually, I yanked the last bit of rasher out of Daniel’s mouth. It
was about a foot and a half long.“Jesus Daniel. Why didn’t you bite it in half? Why did you try and
eat all in one go?”“Because I was hungry,” Daniel said.Even though I’d spent most of the day
untangling fishing tackle from trees and bushes, I enjoyed myself hugely. I thought I was getting
the hang of this being a father business. And I was keen to do more of it.Early the next morning,
as in two o’clock early in the morning, I woke Jenny up.“What is it?” she grumped from beneath
the bedclothes.“I need to ask you something.”“No, you can’t.”“Not that. I need to ask you
something else.”“What time is it?”“Two o’clock.”Jenny swore. “Can’t it wait until the
morning?”“No. I need to ask you now.”“This had better be good, de Jong, real good.”“I really
enjoyed my fishing trip and cooking for Gary and his friends and…”“This is not what I want to
hear at two o’clock in the morning!!”“Wait, wait, Jenny, I’m getting there. Like I was saying I really
enjoyed what I did today and…”“And what!!!!”“And I want to do more of it. I wanted to ask you
what you thought if I sold my shares in the company. I’m sure John and Neil would buy my
shares.”“And then what would we do for money?”“I was thinking of farming. So, I could stay at
home and watch the children grow up.”“Farming what? Please don’t tell me you want to farm
cabbages again, Eric!!!”“I was thinking of flowers. Flower farming is really intensive. So we’ve got
enough land. And I’m sure I could earn a living from it.”“Eric, you’re talking to someone who saw
your miniature cabbages!!!”“But I’d grow the flowers properly. I’d learn. I’d get someone in to
teach me, like a consultant.”“I don’t know, Eric. We’ve got responsibilities now and school fees to
pay and…”“Maybe I can try and hang onto one of the hotels. When I sell out to John and Neil, I’ll
hang onto the George Hotel. I’d put a decent manager in there and just keep an eye on him,
while I stay at home and farm and….”“And let’s talk about this in the morning.”“But….”“Good
night, Eric!!!”I picked up the conversation again at the breakfast table. “So, what you think,
Jenny?”“I think I didn’t get enough sleep last night.”“I mean about selling my shares in the
company.”“Do it if you want to. Just make sure we get a fair deal.”“John and Neil will do right by
me.”“I hope you’re right. And whatever you do, make sure we can pay the bills at the end of every
month.”I approached John and Neil first thing about selling my shares in the company. I figured
my timing was perfect. We’d just pulled off a huge property development deal on a tract of land
on the outskirts of Harare that would be called Westgate. And once the sale had gone through,
we’d all be proper millionaires, not just paper ones. I was sure that John and Neil would jump at
the chance to buy me out. The Dunn Gould group of companies had grown a lot in a very short
space of time, and there was a lot to un-bundle. The George Hotel, Club Mazvikadei, The Hide
Safari Lodge, Acacia Hotels which managed Fothergill Island and Chikwenya Safari Camp,
Cassidy’s Bar and Grill, Film Cater, Film Africa, Dunn Gould Communications, Dunn Gould
Promotions, Gulliver’s Travels and last, but not least the Red Fox Hotel. For some reason the
Red Fox was the one business unit where we owned the shares in our own names and not
through Dunn Gould.Between the breakfast table and the office, I worked out a price for my



shares. In my head, I’d cobbled together a plan where I would get paid a lump sum and hang
onto the George Hotel. As expected, John and Neil jumped. But it was only after we did all the
handshakes, John noticed that I’d left the Red Fox Hotel off the table.“What about the Red Fox?”
There was a hint of suspicion in the question.“Shit. I forgot all about it,” I said. And I genuinely
had.John rolled his eyes a bit. “Well how much for your shares in the hotel?” he asked, bracing
himself for the worst.“Tell you what. I’ll swop my shares in the Red Fox for your new laptop.” John
had just returned from a business trip to Europe with the first laptop computer that I’d ever
seen.“You’re nuts,” he said.“Take it or leave it.”John bit my hand off, and I walked out of his office,
the proud owner of a brand-new laptop computer, complete with shiny black shoulder bag. I
didn’t even know how to switch the thing on.To celebrate my imminent unemployment, we
planned a trip to Mana Pools. On the banks of the Zambezi River, Mana Pools was still as wild as
when God first made it. Two thousand square kilometres of raw African bush, hot, dry and
impossibly rugged, it was easily our favourite place on Earth. What made Mana special were the
animals, the Zambezi River and the fact that it was the only National Park where you could get
out of your car and walk, wherever and whenever you wanted. Every season more than a few
stupid tourists managed to get themselves eaten, gored, stood on or squashed by the Big Five.
Make that the Big Seven because the crocodiles and hippos were also good for a few dead
tourists between them. Mana Pools was wild. And more than a bit dangerous, which made it that
bit more special.Mana Pools was a six-hour drive north of Harare. The first three hours were on
good tar through the small towns of Banket and Chinoyi and some of the finest farmlands in the
country. Massive rolling fields of maize standing tall in deep, red, rich soils stretching away as far
as the eye could see. The landscape dried out and became more rugged as you neared the
small town of Karoi with its busy bazaars and its even busier petrol station, fuel stocks
permitting. And then onto civilisation’s last outpost; the Cloud’s End Motel at Makuti, perched on
the edge of the Zambezi escarpment and presided over by Duff Gifford; sometimes white hunter,
mine host and purveyor of cold beer to the hot and the thirsty.Twenty kilometres past the Cloud’s
End, down the winding escarpment road, was Marongora, the gateway to Zambezi Valley
National Parks. Once you signed in at Marongora, it was another three hours or seventy
kilometres of bone-jarring, suspension wrecking dirt road to the river. I was all in favour of the
buggered road if it kept tourists in their little Volkswagens and Fiats at bay. The fewer people we
had to share Mana Pools with, the better. The road got marginally better as it wound its way into
the Park proper through the impossibly thick Jesse bush, the deep Mopane forests and finally
out onto the lush and fertile flood plains of the mighty Zambezi River.For the purposes of the trip,
our faithful one man and a woman tent, which had served Jenny and I so well for so long, was
promoted to a one-man, one woman and two children tent. We’d decided that Veronica and
Daniel would share tents with us. Mana was very much on the wild side, and we were going to
keep the younger children on tight leashes. We’d told Gary that he could bring a friend camping
with him. He chose Shiraz Khan who arrived with his sleeping bag, his fishing rod and another
Guinea Pig as a gift for Gary. I’d only met Shiraz twice, and both times he’d brought Gary a



Guinea Pig s a present. I was going off Shiraz in a big way.“Don’t worry, Mr de Jong” Shiraz said
when he saw my expression “This one is also a male Guinea Pig.”“What is it with this Guinea Pig
thing, Shiraz? Is it like part of your culture?”“No, Mr de Jong. It’s just that I have a very lot of
Guinea Pigs at home and my father said I must find homes for them.”“But you told me before you
only had two. And that they were both males.”“I’m sorry. I made a mistake. But don’t worry Mr de
Jong, this one is definitely another male.”I harboured some serious doubts. “If they’re not males
Shiraz, then they’re coming back to you and with all the babies too.”We packed up our brand-
new Nissan Minibus, bought from the proceeds of the sale of my Dunn Gould shares, with all our
camping gear. Bulging at the seams and with fishing rods tied to the roof, we squeezed everyone
in. After last visits to the loo, we set off on our first family safari. Ten kilometres from home we
had to make a hasty potty stop on the side of the road for Dan. A number two and a round of
applause later, we were back on the road. Thirty kilometres further down the road, Veronica’s
bladder decided it needed urgent emptying, the sounds of which got Jenny’s bladder to thinking
about much the same thing but only after another thirty kilometres of road. Apparently,
synchronised toilet stops are not allowed in families of five. Four hundred kilometres and a
multitude of emergency toilet stops later, we turned off the tar road just past Marongora and on
to the last seventy kilometres of dirt road that led to the park proper.Following tradition, I turned
the music off and opened my first beer. We were back in the bush, and it felt good. Subjecting
my brand-new minibus to the rigours of the Mana road felt less good. The brand-new rear-view
mirror was the first thing to fall off. Followed by both brand-new sun-visors. And then the knob
from my brand-new gearstick. I opened my second beer in a futile attempt to block out thoughts
of mayhem under the bonnet. Alas. Getting to Mana Pools without messing up your car was like
making omelettes without breaking eggs.Eventually, we got to the main Nyamepi campsite. It
was early in the season, so we had a choice of campsites. We chose one with the obligatory
incredible view of the Zambezi River and a stand of huge Natal Mahoganies that would offer up
shade in the heat of the day, and the luxury of all luxuries, a flush toilet.On a hot day, the
Zambezi Valley could hit forty degrees, so I put up our one man, one woman and two children
tent under a Natal Mahogany. We tied Daniel to a leash, literally, and then Jenny and Veronica
set up the kitchen area while I busied myself with the tent. I looked over to see where Gary and
Shiraz were pitching their pup tent. I wanted them close by. Unbelievably they were pitching their
tent out under the scorching sun. I broke out into a sweat, just looking.
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Trekker, “Personalized account of life, good and bad, in Zimbabwe and southern Africa. Written
with honesty and humor, painful at times, but always entertaining, this was a great read. De
Jong writes with a unique sense of humor combined with his perspective as a white
Zimbabwean who has worked within the system to try move things forward. When this hasn't
happened, he's found other avenues to try to improve conditions. But before and through all
this, De Jong is a man with a big heart. If you've never lived in southern Africa, this is still a
fascinating read. If you have, or if you're from there, this is six stars, even if you take issue with
some of his efforts or experiences.”

Anne Renaud, “Best book ever. After growing up in Zimbabwe in the same era as Eric, I could
totally relate to his beautifully written story. It really is the most beautiful part of the world, and his
descriptions of the wonderful people of Zim, and unfortunately the not so wonderful Zanu, really
did make me laugh out loud one minute, and feel so sad the next. What an amazing family they
are, and know all the love and support they gave to so many people is returned tenfold. I wish
them all the success and happiness, and hope Eric is writing his follow up as I would love to read
it.”

Mark, “Heart wrenching yet hilarious true story of a special Zimbabwean family !. I loved recalling
the memories of the unique struggles of this couple I knew in Zimbabwe. When Eric and Jenny
bravely adopted 3 kids avoiding a tragic fate of being separated in orphanages, I knew this was
going to be a special story..the journey that unfolds makes me remember why I still love
Zimbabwe, and hope this enlightens those that don’t know how much farmers like Eric and Roy
Bennett have contributed to a better life for the good people of Zimbabwe, against tyranny of
corruption from those in power ... this story is written in a dialogue of humor albeit sometimes
satire .. Laugh, cry and enjoy !”

Melanie Low, “What a life.. Brave man. Tells it like it was. No political correctness. No racism.
Just his life experience.Way beyond what most of us know. I live in South Africa, and spent 7
years of my youth in Zimbabwe from 1966 to 1973.”

Luke, “An absolute must read for anyone who has loved and lost in Zimbabwe. This is a heart
wrenching but spectacular account of what once was and what happened in Zimbabwe. Many
books have been written on the subject but none like this - Eric gives an uncensored view of
what really happened - warts and all. A must read for anyone who has loved and lost in
Zimbabwe.”

bonty niland, “This Book was Heart Wrentching!. Having lived in Zambia and loving Zimbabwe! I
watched the Mugabe Era with horror. This book is definitely a five star rating. I understood



everything Eric wrote about and it broke my heart. Best wishes to Eric George Dr Jong and his
wonderful family.”

Rod Dawson, “Must Read. I cried & laughedAn honest factual comic tragedy of one family's life
in Zimbabwe & South Africa”

Zimella, “A roller-coaster of emotions. For anyone who has ever lived in Zimbabwe this is a
MUST read. Eric's life journey over several years takes you on a roller-coaster of emotions. Most
of them heart rendering and tragic but light relief comes from his wicked sense of humour. I
admire his tenacity and love for his adopted children. He embodies the Zimbabwean sayings
"Alas" and "We will make a plan!" One of the first Zimbabwe memoirs I ever read was Hilda T
Richards " Next Year will be Better" which was written in 1923.Eric certainly follows this battle cry
with eternal optimism. I do hope he is working on his next book as when you reach the end you
are itching to know 'What Next!'”

Afrofile, “A good read. I really enjoyed this book. Probably because I lived in Zimbabwe for over
a decade and knew quite a few of the people mentioned. I loved that country and have been
horrified to watch its decline. The book had funny, light-hearted moments that made me laugh
out loud. It also had a lot of sadness. I'm now waiting for Eric to write and publish the next book
as I am keen to know what has happened to him an his family in the last decade.”

J W Honey, “From the heart. Fast paced, extraordinary to the extreme, Eric’s account of a
window in African history not often told, is brutally honest. It had me laughing at his quick wit,
turning the pages eagerly to find out what happened and in awe of this family’s resourcefulness,
courage and tenacity in the face of insurmountable challenges.”

BELINDA BALL, “Absolutely nail biting excitement, couldn't put it down.. Absolutely loved
reading this book from start to finish. Hilarious, enlightening, adventurous and engaging. I felt
sucked into the family story and couldn't put the book down at night for want of knowing what
would happen next. Strongly recommend this to anyone looking for a good book for every type of
reader.”

Intrepid Traveller, “Must read for any Southern African. Loved this book from beginning to end, I
really never wanted it to end. Cried in equal amounts from laughing at Erics great sense of
humour, cried from the incredibly sad, volatile and tragic home country situation.”

The book by Eric George de Jong has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 53 people have provided
feedback.
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